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INTRODUCTION
The Project
History
The study of roofing nails has been carried on as a part
of Project 1011 of the Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station.
The project is entitled "The ITtlllzation of Aluinlnum and Alu
minum Products in Farm Buildings and Equipment", and is sup
ported by a grant in aid by the Aluminum Company of America,
The project was started for the purpose of defining, by
experimental analysis, the uses to which aluminum and aluminum
products could be adapted in farm buildings and equipment.
When the project was set up early in 19^7? aluminum was used
on the farm mainly as a substitute for steel. If aluminum was
to rise above this role of substitute and assume an importance
of its own, correct methods of usage geared to its particular
characteristics had to be determined.
Probably the outstanding use of aluminum on the farm has
been as roofing. One of the most important factors Involved
in roofing application is use of the correct nail under given
conditions. Probable electrolytic action between the uncoated
-2-
steel nail and the alumlntim roofing sheet as well as the problem
of corrosion limit the choice of nail inetal or coating to gal
vanized steel, aliimintun, monel or some other non-corrosive
inetal or coating with which aluminum has no destructive inter
action. Previous studies have disclosed important facts con
cerning the withdrawal resistance of the steel roofing nail.
In order to study the possibilities of aluminum nails and gen
eral Improvements in roofing nail design, the present investi
gation was conceived and executed.
Review of Literature
History of the nail
Nails are headed spicules of metal, ranging in size from
a little larger than straight pins to several inches in length
and from lAO to lA of an inch in thickness.
According to Steel Facts (2^), nails have 3000 years of
history. Biblical reference to nails, probably of metal, as a
means of killing a sleeping person is noted in the year 1100
B, C, Vogel (33) states that colonial farmers hand-forged their
nails at home during the long winters. This was true in the
various countries of the world until the beginning of the nine
teenth century. In those days nails were precious, being
hoarded, straightened for re-use, and often used as a medium of
exchange.
Hand-made cut nails were made from metal plates rolled to
-3-
the necessary thickness and then slit by slitting-rollers into
nail rods of different sizes, corresponding to the required
size and character of the nails to be forged. These were then
sold to the nail-makers in bundles. To make a cut nail, a
nail-rod was heated on the forge, hammered to size on the anvil,
and a portion of it the length o- .ho desired nail was cut off
on a chisel attached to the anvil. The head was shaped in a
vise which gripped the shank of the nail and had a counter sunk
in the jaws of the vise into which tho head was hammered to
shape it. Different forms of heads were made by using differ
ent kinds of counters. These forged or wrought nails included
at least 300 different types, with at least 10 different names.
The retail "penny" terms were not only indefinite, but varied
in different countries and even in different localities of the
same country. Therefore nails were generally designated by
terms defining their use.
According to Swanlc (31), Jeremiah Wilkinson of Cumberland,
Rhode Island, made the first cold cut nail in the world in 1777.
Ezekial Reed invented a cut nail machine in 1786 in Bridgewater,
Massachusetts, and the first English patent was granted to John
Clifford in 1790. In making cut nails by machine, strips of
metal of a width and thickness corresponding to the width and
thickness of the required nail and about a foot in length are
heated to a black heat and fed into the machine end first. A
slicer cuts off the nail blank, which in falling is caught at
the neck and held until a moving die strikes its upper end and
-If-
forms the head; it is then freed and passes out into a trough.
According to Steel (17)» wire nails were first made in
France in 183^ and as a result are sometimes referred to as
"French nails". They were first used in the woodworking trades,
and up to IBJO were made "by Ivind. The wire was cut into the
required lengths; a wire-blank was pinched in a vise, with a
sisall portion projecting, which was flattened into a head by
a few "blows of the hammer. Subsequently machines were invented
into which the wire was fed and the cutting, heading and point
ing were performed automatically.
In the United States, T/illiam Hersel produced the first
hand-made wire nails in 18?0, Shortly afterward French machines
were imported, but they were soon superseded by those of Ameri
can make. However the new industry was of slow growth. Up to
188? there were only 2^ firms engaged in it. After the turn
of the century, the wire nails increased in popularity and
according to Steel Facts (2^-), twenty times more wire nails
tlian cut nails were produced in the three years preceding 1939.
From its feeble beginning by Colonial firesides, nail-
making has grown into the tremendous industry it is today, with
machines turning out thousands of nails per minute. The prob
lem of producing nails has been replaced by the problem of
determining the conditions under which different types of nails
perform best.
-5-
Wood density
Probably the greatest single factor affecting the with-
draT?al resistance of a nail is the density of the wood into
which it is driven. The Wood Handbook (32) states that tests
made at the Forest Products Laboratory indicate that the force
required to withdraw a connnon wire nail innnedlately after be
ing driven into the side grain of soasoned wood is
p - 6900
where P is the ultimate load por linoal inch of penetration;
G, the specific gravity based on over-dry weight and volume;
and D, the diameter of the nail In inches. The relationships
expressed in the above equation are general and are to be used
with reservation. It is known that some species of wood give
greater values and some lower values» It is also to be kept In
ralnd that any certain species cannot be pinned down definitely
as to density since lumber may vary more in density from board
to board within a species than from species to species.
Depth of driving and nail dia:net6r
y/ithdrawal resistance of the plain shanlc nail and, to a
degree, of the deformed shank nail depends upon friction devel
oped between the wood and the sides of the nail. An article
in an early A.S.M.E. Journal (12) states that a nail is held
In place by friction of its sides against the wood, and when
clinched, by resistance against the clinch. Thus it would seem
-6-
that an increase in depth of penetration or diameter of the
shank would result in increased resistance to withdraTral. How
ever there is a limit to which the diameter can be increased.
According to Hoyle (lV,p.l^9)s
As the diameter of a nail is doubled the
wedging and splitting effect is increased four
tlTies. It is often a good policy to increase the
length of a nail rather tlian the diameter, if
greater holding power is desired.
Actually, Clay (3) says that Professor Bevans at Cornell Uni
versity found that variation of withdrawal resistance was
approximately 1.5d, where "d" represents the depth of penetra
tion.
One of the questions in applying roofing is whether to use
one-inch or two-inch material for nailing girts. In the past,
one-inch lumber has been used widely, but authorities are now
urging the builder to use two-inch material. This problem is
chiefly a matter of depth of penetration. From the foregoing
discussion, it is not hard to see that withdrawal resistance
would be considerably increased through increased depth of
penetration by using two-inch nailing girts.
Clinching of the nail when used with corrugated roofing
is possible in the use of one-inch girts v/here it is not possi
ble in the use of two-inch boards. Clinching has always been
regarded as an aid to withdrawal resistance, and research has
proved this to be the case. Reaves (28) found that clinching
across the grain gave an increase in withdrawal resistance of
62 per cent while clinching parallel to the grain gave an
-7-
increase of per cent. More recent tests reported on by
Giese and Henderson (11) indicate that clinching across the
grain gives a 75 cent increase in withdrawal resistance
while clinching parallel to the grain gives a 6V per cent in
crease. The difference between Reaves' and Giese's results
could be due to use of different type nails or species of wood.
Slant driving
The practice of slant driving as a neans of increasing
withdrawal resistance has been recommended by some authorities
for several years. Tests conducted by Markwardt and Gahagan
(21) on slant driving compared with straight driving show that
when pulled immediately from green wood, straight driving is
superior. But when driven into green or partially dry material
and allowed to season, slant driving gives much better results.
The foregoing tests did not incorporate roofing material.
When slant driving is used with roofing, especially corrugated
metal, the chances of damage to the roofing are very high.
There is a definite loss in depth of penetration for the same
size nail. Trouble is usually encountered in starting the nail
as well as in sealing the nail hole. Considering these disad
vantages, it would seem that, in spite of increased withdrawal
resistance, slant driving is unsatisfactory in the application
of roofing.
Moisture condition of wood
It has been a recognized fact for many years that moisture
-8-
content of wood has a definite effect on nail withdrawal resis
tance, and a great deal of speculation and work has been done
on this problem.
As early as 189^ Clay (3) concluded after a series of
tests that holding power decreases with time. In 1921 Butz (2,
P,3827) said I
The holding power of a nail is greatest when
first driven, and then decreases for about thirty
days, after which it remains fairly constant.
Boxes made of excessively dry lumber split badly
when the nails are being driven. The greatest dif
ficulty comes from using green or damp lumber, due
to the enormous decrease in nail-holding power as
the wood dries.
Steel Facts (2^) agrees in part with the above observations but
adds that if a nail is driven into properly seasoned wood, the
holding power increases with time.
Apparently the foregoing statements were made in relation
to plain shank nails. Deniston (5,p.29?) tested three types
of 10-gauge nails 7^ days after driving and concluded the fol
lowing I
It is significant that weathering apparently
does not decrease the holding power of screw shank
nails, although others naterially decreased.
The Wood Handbook (32,p.120) substantiates Deniston's findings
on the screw shank nail and states;
If nails are driven into green wood and pulled
before any drying takes place, the withdrawal
resistance for practically all species of wood will
run somewhat higher tlaan that for nails driven in
seasoned wood and pulled soon after driving. How
ever if nails are driven into green v7ood and sea
soning takes place before they are pulled, most
types of nails lose a large part of their holding
-9-
power. the loss being greater for some species of
wood than for others.
Giese and Henderson (11,p.559) arrived at the conclusion
that the plain shank nail loses in withdrawal resistance as dry
ing takes place; they also offer the following explanation on
the performance of deformed shank nails t
The strength of wood increases as It dries.
This permits the ring shank nails and screw shank
nails (turning restricted) to increase in with
drawal resistance as the wood dries. The threads
or rings are deep enough that the wood shrinkage
is not sufficient to materially alter the amount
of contact. At the same time the fibers which fit
into the threads or rings are stiffened due to
drying, and thus the strength Is Increased,
Shank tvDe
Design of the shank of the roofing nail is receiving more
and more attention as research In this field develops. Proba
bly the first alteration from the traditional plain shank was
the barb shank which quite possibly grew out of the observation
that a rusty nail was harder to extract than a bright nail. The
theory behind the ring shank nail appeared first In what was
called an internally clinched nail. The operation of this nail
is explained in the A.S.M.E, Journal (12,p.720) as follows*
The point is filed away on one side to a wedge
shape and then bent over the filed part until the
point is level with the side of the nail. When
driven, the point takas the form of a hook and has
a strong hold on the wood.
Early reports show a disagreement as to the capability of
the barn shank nail. Clay (3) reported that the barbed wire
nail averaged slightly greater withdrawal resistance than did
-10-
the plain shank nail. On the other hand, according to Royle
(llf,p.lW9):
Some years ago the barbed nail was introduced
and used widely in some classes of trade, because
it was thought to liave a greater holding power.
This nail has been incorporated in the specifica
tions of sojne nail users and is still being used
although it has been proved beyond a doubt by com
mercial and private testing laboratories that this
barbed nail has a much lower holding power than
the bright nail. Another important point is tiiat
the barbing process in addition to decreasing the
diameter of the nail at that point iias a tendency
to crack the steel.
Iiater tests of shank types have proved that the perform
ance of the barbed nail depends upon moisture content of the
wood. Deniston (5) found that the smooth nail offered 38 per
cent more resistance on immediate withdrawal than did the barbed
nail, but the barbed nail was 87 per cent superior after a
seasoning period of 76 days. Also in this test, Deniston
found that the screw shank naili
1. Held 85 per cent more than the barbed nail and 3^
per cent more than the smooth nail on immediate withdrawal,
2, Held 52,8 per cent more than the barbed nail and
1052 per cent more than the smooth nail after the 76 day sea
soning period.
The Wood Handbook (32) states that longitudinally grooved,
spirally grooved, square, and triangular shank types all have
higher withdrawal resistance under all moisture conditions
than the plain shank nail. This is also true of the barbed
nail except when pulled immediately, in which case the plain
-11-
shank nail is superior.
According to Giese and Henderson (11), (1) the perform
ance of screw shank nails can usually be improved by serrat-
ing the upper edge of the thread, and (2) screw shank nails
with long leads do not perform as v/ell as screw shank nails
with short leads and well formed threads.
The Scientific American (29) reports that a ring shank
nail made of monel metal has the advantage of being corrosion
proof, that it will onthold a screw, the rings are sharp and
at such an angle that they will not disrupt fibers on driving,
drives easily, and produces no discoloration.
The relationship between ring and screw shank nails given
by Giese (10) indicates that for nails driven into wet wood
and withdrawn after the wood has dried, the screw shank nails
show greater improvement over the plain shank nails than do
the ring shank.
If a nail moves upward before reaching maximum with
drawal resistance, the roofing sheet is subjected to vibration.
This can be serious in the case of aluminum roofing because
of the possibility of cracking. Boyd (1) found that ring,
combination, and plain shank nails moved but little before
reaching their naximtom withdrawal resistance while screw shank
nails showed considerable movement before reaching the maxi
mum.
One of the outstanding drawbacks to the ring shank nail
is the fact that the rings suffer some damage when driven
-12-
through netal roofing, Giese and Henderson (11) found that the
steel ring shank nail loses roughly one-fourth of its holding
ability when driven through sheet steel. Boyd (1) found that
the aluminum ring shank nail lost up to 11 per cent of its hold
ing power when driven through 26 gauge aluminum.
The matter of shank type is very nicely summed up by
Giese and Henderson (11,p.529)s
All nails are probably satisfactory when first
driven. The chief advantage of the processed nails
lies in their ability to retain or improve their
withdraTTal resistance under changes in the moisture
content of the wood.
Sui'iace treatnent
The first use of surface treatment on roofing nails was
probably in an effort to increase withdrawal resistance. While
It is still used for this purpose, it is also now designed to
protect the nail from corrosion or interaction with dissimilar
metals.
The cement coated nail was the first treated nail to
appear on the m-irket. According to Knight (l6) they were in
vented by Ira Brockton before 1915? and one cement coated nail
was purported to be as effective as two untreated nails, How
ever complaints were voiced by carpenters about the sticky resi
due left on their hands and the fact that the nails could not
be held in the mouth. Markwardt and Gahagan (20,p.8) had the
following to say in 1932 concerning cement coated nails:
Of the various coatings applied to plain nails
to enhance their holding power, so-called cement
-13-
compounds are the most popular • . • newly driven
cement-coated nails develop greater resistance to
direct withdrawal than uncoated nails. However
if there is a time interval of several months or
more between driving and pulling, or if appreciable
moisture changes occur in the wood, cement-coated
nails nay lose mch, but rarely all of their advan
tage.
The Wood Handbook (32) adds that cement coating increases re
sistance to immediate withdrawal from 8? to 100 per cent.
On the other hand, according to the Sheet Metal Worker
(^,p.^6o) a 1929 San Diogo, California, city building ordinance
said in parts
Unprotected or plain steel nails, blued nails
and cenent coated nails are prohibited.
Undoubtedly the cement coated nail was included in this ordi
nance because of its tendency to lose in withdrawal resistance
with the passing of time.
An article in Steel (23) tells of a sand blast treatment
which can be given nails either before or after galvanizing.
Tests were made by G. J. Comstock in I929 on 8d nails driven
2 1/8 Inches into white pine and pulled within four days, The
results of eight withdrawals of each specinan were averaf^ed,
and the following observations nadet
1, Cement coated non-blasted nails showed a 5? per cent
increase in withdrawal resistance over untreated nails,
2, Sand blasted nails showed an increase In withdrawal
resistance of from 60 per cent to 262 per cent depending on
grit size,
3* Nails which had been galvanized and then sand blasted
-ll+-
showed a 37 per cent to 120 per cent increased resistance to
withdrawal over the same nail non-galvanized.
h. The resistance to withdrawal of all sand 'blasted nails
increased as the size of grit increased from size 6o to size 20.
Another widely used shank treatment is the application of
a zinc coating to steel nails to prevent rusting and increase
withdrawal resistance» Gerber (9) states, "Nails used in
2-?plying steel roofing and siding sheets should always be gal
vanized to avoid unsightly rust streaks on the sheet and to
keep the problem of maintenance at a minimum". James (IJ)
speaks of a hardened iron nail which is galvanized on the upper
half to prevent rusting.
The Wood Plandbook (32,p.121) says of galvanized coatings:
A zinc coat is given to nails primarily to re
duce or prevent their corrosion. If the coating is
evenly applied it may increase the resistance to
withdrawal but extreme irregularities of the coating
nay actually reduce the holding pov;er.
It is a recognized fact today, according to the Engineering News
Record (13), that if steel nails are to be used with aluminum
roofing, the nail must be zinc covered to prevent corrosion and
electrolytic action between the steel and aluminum,
Gahagan and Beglinger (8) report excellent results from
tests of a chemically etched nail. The etching is done chem
ically and results in minute pitting or roughening of the nail
surface, thus increasing frictlonal resistance to vrithdrawal.
Tests of this nail in comparison with other nails show an in
crease in withdrawal resistance of from 191 per cent to 307
-15-
per cent over plain, cement coated, or grossly roughened nails.
The etched nail also reportedly maintains its advantage over
plain nails after several months seasoning.
A treatment for aluminum nails which apparently produces
basically the same results as etching Is reported on by Lloyd
(18,p.102) as follows:
Alcoa has experimented quite successfully with
giving the nail a patented Alrok treatment- This
chemical dip changes the characteristics of the shank
surface of the nail, and In dolnf^ so increases the
holding power between 200 and 300 per cent. There
are various surface treatments that can be used for
aluminuia nails, but the Alrok treatment has been found
the best.
Point type
A great deal of work has been carried on to determine what
effect, if any, the point of the nail has on withdrawal resis
tance. As early as I898, Clay (3) found that wire nails should
be slightly more pointed than cut nails and have a pyramid
shaped point.
Accoraing to Railway Age (30), the Stronach Nail Company
had patented a nail by 1929 which vvas supposed to cause less
splitting and give greater withdrawal resistance. The nail
had a triangular section at the end which was designed to dis
tribute pressure around the circumference of the nail rather
than in two directions only. This triangular tip was reputed
to cut the wood fibers and punch a triangular hole ahead of
the body of the nail thus leaving no void spaces around the
-16-
nall shank. It was reported that tests on this nail proved It
to be 3 per cent stronger than a nail with a blunt diamond
point.
The American Builder (27) concludes from a study of the
size and shape of nails tiiat a blunt-pointed nail will not
split the wood as bad as a coiamon nail and displays equal hold
ing power in denser woods. The Scientific American (26) states,
"The point of the nail, more than the shank, determines split
ting and holding qualities"•
After a study of several point types, I'arkwardt and
Gahagan (19,p.108) offer the followini* suggestions regarding
nailing practices as affected by the type of nail point:
(1) In light woods, or in the denser species
which do not split in nailing, the highest holding
power is obtained with sharp pointed nails.
(2) In woods which split seriously with the common
pointed nails j two alternative's are open (aside
from driving into bored holes, "-Thich gives the best
results) as follows: Use nails of a smaller diameter,
if feasible increasing the number to give equivalent
holding power. Use blunt-pointed nails of the sane
length and diameter as would be used with the common-
pointed nail. If but a few nails are needed, they
may be obtained by simply blunting tiie point of
Common nails with a hanmer. As between types, the
blunt tapered point is much preferable to the per
fectly blunt point from the standpoint of holding
power.
The function of a nail head In general usage is first of
all to provide a broad driving end, and second to prevent the
nailed member from slipping over the end of the driven nail.
-17-
When used with roofing, metal roofing in particular, the head
has the additional responsibility of sealing the nail hole
against the passage of water.
This point is brought out by Gerber (9) who reconmends
lead heads designed to seal the nail hole. According to the
Sheet Metal Worker (V), San Diego, California, had a city
ordinance In 1929 which called for mushroom or cone headed
galvanized nails with lead or zinc washers under the nail head
for securing corrugated sheet laetal roofing to wood construc
tion.
One of the main functions of the lead head is to lock
the screw shank nail in place when driven, Ifiaze (22) expresses
concern over the fact that lead encased heads become loose due
to hammer blows and do not seal the hole effectively. Denlston
(6) recommends the washer type of lead head in which the lead
does not take the hammer blows.
Glese and Henderson (11,p.5^8) conclude from a study of
lead head types:
1• Nails with lead washers are to be preferred
to those with lead caps, because they do not loosen
during driving but do provide effective use of the
lead as a seal,
2. Rotation of screw shank nails during with
drawal can probably be prevented by the use of a
head or seal which maintains extended contact with
the corrugation.
In recent years, several types of washers have been devel
oped using impregnated tapes and various resilent compounds.
ITo statements are available concerning the effectiveness of
-18-
these washers in preventing rotation of the screw shank nail.
One such washer, known as neoprene, is described in Sheet Hetal
Worker (25) as being the greatest single recent boost to alumi
num roofing. The following advantages are given for the neo-
prene washer: (1) It "gives" with the sheet under expansion
and contraction. (2) Fills all minute cracks and depressions
left after driving the nail, (3) Stands up under seasonal ex
posure to heat, sun, and weather. (V) V/ill not be a party to
electrolytic action. It is also said that neoprene composition
retains high tensile strength and resilency even under stress
and after long exposure to the elements.
From the foregoing statements, it would seem that the nail
head should be equipped with a lead washer in the case of the
screw shank nail and any effective sealing material in the case
of the other shank types•
Justification
The increased use of sheet metal roofing has placed a much
greater responsibility on the roofing nail than did the wood
shingle. When used with shingles, there are usually about 1000
nails per square, and the Individual nail takes very little
force. On the other hand, sheet metal roofing is ordinarily
nailed 100 nails per square or less, and the force applied to
each nail is considerable. This effect is emphasized in
machinery and cattle shed construction v/here one side is left
open and sheet roofing is used extensively.
-19-
Reports "by Esmay (7) on wind damage to farm buildings In
Iowa for the years 1930 to 1933 and 19^6 to 19^8 show a sharp
increase in damage to sheet metal roofing from 1933 to 19^6,
Figure 1 shows this damage for the years in which surveys were
made. These data were gathered from the files of the Iowa
Mutual Tornado Insurance Association and do not represent dam
age to uninsured buildings or those covered by other companies.
Also figures shown here do not represent the total cost of hav
ing the roofing replaced or damage by the elements to property
Inside the structure. Therefore these figures are merely a
fraction of the total cost to the Iowa farmer of v;ind damage
to .iietal roofing. It is reasonable to believe that a major
portion of this loss is the fault of the roofing nail itself
and could be prevented by use of the correct nail tjrpe and
proper nailing practices.
This increased demand on the roofing nail, coupled with
the sharp increase in wind damage in recent years, suggests
the possibility of investigating the withdrawal resistance of
several types of roofing nails.
Objectives of the Study
The objectives of this study are as follows:
1. To determine the effect of the following factors on
the \7ithdrawal resistance of the roofing nail:
a. Moisture content of the wood into which the
nail is driven.
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1932 1933
YEAR
1946 1947 1948
FIG. 1. - WIND DAMAGE TO SHEET METAL ROOFING ON IOWA
FARM BUILDINGS INSURED BY IOWA MUTUAL
TORNADO INSURANCE ASSOCIATION
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b. Changes in laoisture content of the wood.
c. ShanJc type.
d. Point type,
G. Alrolc* treatment and etching of aluminum
nails.
f. Length of lead of the screw shank nail,
g. JTumber of rings per inch of the ring shank
nail.
2. To determine the difference in withdrawal resistance
offered by steel and aluminum nails,
3» To determine the difference in withdrawal resistance
offered by one-inch and two-inch lumber.
To define the factors contributing to head failure.
To determine the effect of nail variables and moisture
content of the wood at driving on wood splits.
6. To arrive at a general evaluation of the nail types
represented, considering the factors mentioned above.
"•Hegistered trademark of Aluminum Company of America,
-22-
THE IIIVESTIGATION^
Nails Tested
To secure nails for testing, several nail mannfacturers
were contacted and requested to submit samples of their pro
ducts. Since no previous work on aluminun roofing nails was
apparent, and the increased use of aluminun for roofing was
requiring a fastener other than bright steel, a special effort
•77as nade to obtain samples of alixminun nails. Excellent co
operation was received from all companies contacted, and as a
result thirty-three different nails were available for testing.
This group Is shown In Figure 2 and Includes eight plain
shank nails, two barb shank nails, eleven screw shank nails,
ten ring shank nails, and two combination ring and screw shank
nails. Nineteen of these nails were made of aluminum, thir
teen of steel, and one of monel metal. Characteristics of
ring formation of the ring shank nails are shown by longitu
dinal sections in Figure 3 through 12. Characteristics of
thread formation of screw shank nails are shown by longitudinal
and cross sections in Figure 13 through 38.
P3-an for this investigation was developed by L. L.
requirement for the Degree of Master
of Science in Agricultural Engineering. The account of the
plan contained herein is in part a condensation of his reports
and writings, presented to facilitate correlation between anal
ysis and plan, and due credit is hereby given.
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Fig, 2, Roofing nails tested (actual size).
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Fig. 3. Longitudinal section of nail Ko. 2080 (x20d)
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Fig, W, Longitudinal section of nail No, 2119 {x20d).
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Fig. 5. Longitudinal section of nail No. 2279 (x20d).
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Fig. 6. Longitudinal section of nail No, 2310 (x20d)
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Fig. 7, Longitudinal section of nail No. 2^10 (x20d)
Fig, 8, Longitudinal section of nail No* 2597 (x20d).
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Fig, 9, Longitudinal section of nail No, 2613 (x20d),
Fig. 10, Longitudinal section of nail No. 2770 (x20d),
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Fig. 11. Longitudinal section of nail No, 2870 (x20d)
Pig, 12. Longitudinal section of nail No. 2977 (x20d)
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Flg. 13* Longitudinal section of nail No# 3079 (xSOd).
Fig# IV, Cross section of nail IIo, 3079 (x20d)
« •
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Fig. 15» Iionpltndlnal section of aail Ifo, 3117 (:T20d),
j: t*, 'rj»Y^V'-CJ53
' ^•'.T'*'* "y—--«4wv-.
-• ' <--1-
•/:av
I^lg. l6o Croj3s section of nail No^ 3117 (x20d)
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Fig, 17« Longltu'.'inal section o" nail No, V076 (x20d).
Fift, IS. Cross section of nail TJo. V076 (x20d)«
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Flg. lv< section of 'ia'l No* il79 \x20d)
Fig# 2D« CiT.sj section of rail No# ^179 fx20d)o
-33-
Figo 21* Longitudinal snctlon of nail No. 5075 (x20d)#
Figa 22. Crosr* sactlon nail ?To» 50?^ (x'^rnflK
- 34-
Fig . 24. 
-3?-
rig. 25. T/onii^.tucVinal section ol* 'lo, •;T:'75 '.rJ-Od).
• - • w
: ;/fV'^ ^* '\' if : •
'dl: j? ., »' ! *
Fig, 26. Cross section of nail rio. ?275 (x20d)o
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Flg» 27, Longitudinal section of nail TTo, 601? (x20d).
Fig, 28. Crn-^s ccctlon of nail rto. 6ol5 (x20fl) •
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Fig, Iiongltudlnal soction of nail Tloe 6100 (320d)»
it'j <'i •
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30. Crr.ys section oX )1o, ulCO m
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Pig# 31« Longit.idliial S'^ctlon r>f nail No, 7012 (x20d) •
Fig, 3^« Crotia socbloi; of mil IIo« 7012 (x20d).
Fig, 33* liongltudlnal section of mil HOo 7112 (z20d)»
3^*-. Cross section of nail No, 711?- (:f50d)
3?* Longitudinal section of nail No. 7200 (ac20d)«
Flg» 36* Cross section of nail No. 7200 (x20d).
Ufl-
Pig* 37* Longitudinal saction of nail ITo, 7510 (x20d).
I
Pig# 33« Croiss section of nail No. 7310 (x20d).
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Head tjrpes represented included: (1) common flat, (2) cup,
(3) lead washer, (V) lead bell, (5) hood, and (6) lead encased.
There was also considerable variation in thickness and diameter
of the common flat head.
Very few point tjrpes were represented anong the thirty-
tliree samples. One of the nails had a conical point, two had
pilot points and thirty had the ordinary diamond point. The
pilot points were on screw shank nails and were actually only
a diamond point and a short length of plain shank below the
threaded portion. Total length from bottom of threaded portion
to tip of point was approximately 0.35 inch. It was thought
that a comparison between conical and diamond points would be
informative. Therefore, in view of the scarcity of conical
points, several nails neve equipped with this point type after
receiving them from the manufacturer. This was accomplished
by fastening each nail In a lathe by means of a collet and
filing as the lathe turned.
Only six point changes were made because of the slow and
tedious process Involved. For the same reason, only aluminum
nails were changed. Point changes included one plain shank,
one barb shank, three screw shanks, one combination shank, and
two ring shanks.
Surface conditions included among the nails received were
untreated, etched, and Alrok treated aluminum nails; galvanized
steel nails; and an untreated monel metal nail. Only one
aluminum nail was Alrok treated, however reports indicated that
-43-
Alrok treatment sienificantly improved the plain shank alumi-
num nail . It was thought th~t a study of Alrok treated de-
formed sh~nk ~luminW!l nails a.nd further investigation of t he 
eff ect of Alrok treatment on plain shan · aluminum n~ils vrould 
prove valuable . I ncre1se in ~ithdra al resistance afforded 
by Alrok treatment is f r i ctional r~ther th~n ,echanical , so 
b enefit to deformed shanl-: nails '"7ill ;>r'>ba.bly be negligible . 
On the other hand , if considerable turning of the screw sh:in..'l{ 
nail on withdrawal is encountered , Alrok treatment 111 proba-
bly increase i ts 1vithdrawul resistance . Ton nails were Alrok 
t r eated including one plain shank , one barb shank, four screw 
spanks, three ring shanks , and one combination shank . 
Identifica tion_ systen 
Af ter all changes wero ~~de , including six point changes 
and ten surface changes, a t otal of forty- nine nails were 
involved in tho study . Al l "'lails and their variations are 
listed in X~ble I . This 1:1Ude the establi sh..~ont of an identi -
fi ca tion system imperative . The system as usod in this study 
uas designed by Boyd (1 ) ~nd is patterned ~fter plans used in 
previous investigat ions . The first digit indi cates s h.:"'l.nl{ 
t ype rr;111e rolntive diameter of the nail within its shank type 
group is iitdieuted by the second digit . The third digit refers 
to naterial , surf~ce troat-r~nt , and point type . Tho fourth 
di~it denotes number of rings per inch in the case of ring 
sh1.ru: nails nnd indicates pitch, the distance bet ·recn threads 
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along the nail axis, of the screw and combination shank nails.
The key to tlie system is as follows s
First aigii - sMnh .t^ypg
1 - Plain shank or barb shank
2 - Ring shank
3 - Combination ring and scre^ shank
V - Screw shanlc having h threads
5" - Screw sliank having 5 threads
6 - Screw shani: having 6 threads
7 - ScrQ-CT shank having 7 threads
^ocond - ;r?latj.ye
The nvunbers riin from 0 through 9> vrith 0 denoting
the smallest dlanofcor uithin any given shank type
group.
Third digit - material ^ gnrf^cg, aM Briut
1 - Aluminum, plain surface, diamond point
2 - Aluminum, plain surface, conical point
3 - Aluminum, etched surface, diamond point
h - Aluminum, etched surface, conical point
5 - Aluminum, Alrok surface, diamond point
6 - Aluminum, Alrok surface, conical point
7 - Steel, galvanized surface, diamond point
3 - Steol, gal\'anized surface, conical point
9 - Monel, plain surface, diamond point
0 - Aluminum, plain surface, pilot point
-50-
Fpurth dlrii - Slfcfib SSZISZ shank! rings ^ inch
Tins, ghanh
Pitch Rincs/i;
1 - .120" to .139" 21
2 - .IWO" to .159" 22
3 - .l6o" to .179" 23
h - .180" to .199" 2h
5 - .200" to .219" 25
6 - .220" to .239" 16
7 - .2140" to .259" 17
8 - .260" to .279" 18
9 9m .280" to .299" 19
0 - .300" to .320" 20
Wood
It was decided that air dried, flat grain Douglas Fir
*
should "be used as nailing girts in the investigation. Douglas
Fir is probably the most easily obtainable wood for farm struc
tures in the liidwest. Flat grain was specified because edge
grain would peinit some nails to be driven into sucmier wood
while others would be driven into spring wood. All lumber for
the investigation was selected for uniformity of density, and
a randomized driving pattern was used to further minimize this
factor.
Although kiln dried lumber is probably more popular than
air dried lumber, the air dried vms chosen for this investiga
tion. This was done because kiln drying possibly causes a
change in cell structure which would confound results. Also
Dr. D, W, Bensend of the Department of Forestry of Iowa State
College reports that air dried lumber changes moisture con
tent more readily than kiln dried, thus accelerating the pro
cess of carrying the lumber through three moisture cycles.
Conditions to be Varied
toi-gturi? content
It is well known that wood in all conditions of season
ing is used in the construction of farm buildings. Therefore,
to simulate both green and well seasoned lumber as well as
boards in the intermediate condition, three driving moistures
were chosen. These moistures were 7 per cent, l6 per cent,
and 25 per cent. Due to difficulty in changing moisture con
tent, the low group was driven as high as 8 per cent while the
high group was driven as low as 21 per cent.
Under normal conditions, it is reported that the moisture
content of wood varies between the extremes of 7 per cent and
19 per cent. For this reason, it was decided that withdrawals
should be nade at these points in the cycle as well as an inter
mediate point of 13 per cent. However difficulties with the
humidifying equipment and variations in density of the boards
resulted in these points being only approximated.
•52.
Driving throuKh metal
It is an established fact, as discussed In the review of
literature, that driving deformed shank roofing nails tlirough
metal results in a reduction in withdra^ral resistance. In
order to simulate actual conditions as far as possible, all
nails in this Investigation were driven through 26 gauge alumi
num* The aluminum was cut in small squares so that each nail
penetrated a separate piece. On withdrawal, the metal lifted
with the nail as would be the case if a roof were torn away-
due to insufficient withdrawal resistance of the nail.
Both one-inch and two-inch lumber are now being used for
nailing girts. In the past, one-inch material was used almost
exclusively. However, in recent years, two-inch lumber has
been recommended for use with metal roofing since the increased
spacing made possible by the thicker piece results in about
the same cost as use of one-inch material. Also elimination
of a great deal of deflection and rebound by use of two-inch
lumber results in easier application and a tighter roof.
Comparison of withdrawal resistance of nails In one-inch
and two-inch lumber was not possible from results of previous
investigations. Therefore both sizes of lumber were included
in this study. Sixteen of the original thirty-three nails
were selected for testing in one-inch material.
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All nails were driven to approximately the same depth by
means of a corrugation shaped driving iron. Approximate
length of all nails except No, 3079 "was 1.75 inches. The
height of corrugation and slope of point reduced the effective
penetration to slightly more than 1.1 inches.
Constant depth of driving permitted comparison of these
data with those of previous investigations as well as result
ing in less difficulty in analysis.
Statistical Planning
The large number of nails used, as well as the variability
of density and moisture content within the boards, necessitated
a statistical system of placing the nails. Boyd (1), in co
operation with Professor P. G. Homeyer of the Iowa State Sta
tistical Laboratory, adapted the following plan of randomiza
tions and replications to this study.
A four by four lattice square plan was used to randomize
nail placing in one-inch lumber while a seven by seven lattice
square plan was used for the two-inch lumber. Different plans
were necessary for the two sizes of lumber since a different
number of nails was driven into each. The boards were numbered
according to the following plan; the first two digits desig
nated moisture content at driving? the third digit, the repli
cation number; and the fourth digit, the board number within
the replication group.
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In order to give every nail a chance to appear at any
particular place in a group and minimize the effect of varia
bility of the wood, eight replicas were necessary in the seven
square plan while the four square plan required ten replicas,
Figures 39 through show the statistical patterns used in
tliis study.
Quantity of material
The number of nails driven was as follows:
2" lumber - (13 withdrawals plus 2 extra)(8 repli
cations) (U-9 variations)(3 driving points)
• 17,6ifO nails
1" lumber - (13 withdrawals plus 2 extra)(10 repli
cations) (16 variations)(3 driving points)
m 7»200 nails
Total number of nails » 2^,8^0
The amount of lumber used was as follows:
2" X 6" - (7 ft. long)(l bd.ft/ft.)(7 bd./group)
(8 replications)(3 driving points) = II76 bd. ft.
1" X 6" - (8 ft, long)(0.5 bd.ft/ft,)(U- bd./group)
(10 replications)(3 driving points) ® ^-80 bd, ft.
Total board feet of lumber « 16^6
Renllca Ho. 1
Board Number
2 h
1 is 9
11 16 1 6
13 10 7 >+
_2 ? 12 X?
RMlilca No., 3
Board Number
A 2 1
2 9 7 1
10 1 15 3
ll)- ? 11 h
6 13 3—IE
Replica No. ?
Board Number
Jl. 2 3 it
10 12 11 9
2 1 3
13 15 l6 l5
_Z S 6 S
Pgpltca TTp. 7.
Board Itonber
-1 2 3
9 g 3^1
U 13 10 7
6 11 16 1
IS 2 ? la
Replica Mo. 9
Board Ifumber
^13 2
13 16 IV 15
7 6 8 5
1Q_11 9 12
-?5a-
ReTjlica Ho. 2
Board Number
_12__3_Jt
8 11 132
10 5 3 16
1 IV 12 7
IS k 6 9
Replica Ho. V
Board Number
I 3 h
8 12 If
5 9 1
6 10 2
7 3-13
li
11
Renllca ITo. 6
Board Number
J. 2 3 k
9 I
12 If 16 8
10 2 llf 6
U 1_1S Z
Replica No. 8
Board Number
4 2 3 k
U 9 15 6
5 16 10 3
IV 7 1 12
IL 8
Replica Wo. 10
Board rfuisber
_1 g 3 ^
1 8 10 15
9 16 2 7
5 V IV 11
13—12 6—1
Fig. 39. Randomizations for nails driven
in 1" lumber at high moisture
content.
Replica No. 1
Board Number
2 ^ h J 6
25 ^0 1+9 o 5^ 1218 h 3 i g 6 3<
28 3h w 3 9 15
W+ 1 1>+ 26 32 20 38
l+l If? 'f- l6 22 10 3?
31 37 V3 13 19 7 25
8 21 27 39 33 2
•? 11 17 29 t^2 23 lf8
Replica No. \
Board Number
2 __h __5 6
3^_ 8 37 26 6
»tl 23 3 32 21 if3
19 1 30 10 IfS 28
m if5 25 5 36 16
2h 13 1+2 15 V 33
17
12
3?
s
2 ItO 20 V9 31 11 22
2<^ 18 t+7 27 q 38 7
Replica I?o. 5
Board Number
2 3 1+56
16 23 37
20 27 5l
16 25 39
17 21+ 38
15 22 36
19 26 to
21 28 VS
2 W 9 30
6 1+8 13 3^
1+ 1+6 11 32
3 1+5 10 31
11+3 8 29
? ^7 12 33
7 l+Q 11+ 3'?
Replica No. 7
Board Number
_1 2 3 1+ i.
17 39 'tV 7 12
6 28 33 3C >+3
35 1 13 18 23
26 1+8 h 9 21
1+6 19 21+ 29 1+1
8 30 1+2 1+7 3
37 10 15 27 32
6 2
31+ 22
16 11
1+5 1+0
36 31
11+ 2
25 20
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Replica No. 2
Board Number
12 3 it__5 6 Z
6 Mf 25 21 HO 10 29
Replica Ho. >+
Board Number
-1 2 I h % 6 Z
17 19 18 21 15 20 16
SI II ii II s
38 he 39 1+2 36 »+l 37
35^+7162
2h 26 25 28 22 27 23
10 12 11 11+ 8 13 1
Renllca ITo. 6
23 19 ^9 33 8 3'+,^
15 11 if-1 30 7 26 if5
»+7 36 17 13 32 2 28
39 35 9 ,5 2V if3 20
31 27 1 1+6 16 lf2 12
Itf 3 33 22 lt8 18 37
Board Number
JL 2 3 >+ 5 6 7
39 29 26 16 3 13 1+9
33 23 20 10 1+6 7 36
2 1+8 38 35 15 25 12
1+5 1+2 32 22 9 19 6
8 5 n't »+l 28 31 18
21 11 1 1+7 31+ 37 21+
SJlg7 17 I't
Replica JTo. 8
Board Number
2 3 1+ ? 6 7
31 .6 15 23 11+ 1+7
21+ 16 1+0 7
1+3 1+2 10 26 31+ 18 2
35 27 1A+ 11 19 3 36
20 12 29 1+5 >+ 37 28
5 1+6 21 30 38 22 13
_2 1 25 i+1 t+9 33 17
3a
1+8 32
Fig. 1+0. Randomizations for nails driven In 2"
lumber at high moisture content.
Replica ITo,
Board Nmber
JL 2 3 t
l3 9 1 ?
16 12 Sf 8
IV 10 2 L
Reullea Uo. ^
Board number
Jl 2 1;-
12 3 13
8 15 1 10
>+11 5 IV
16 2 2 Z
Replica Ho. 5
Board Number
_l 2 3 k
7 1'+ 12 1
16 5 3 10
9^61?
2 11 13 S
Replica ITo. 7
Board Number
J. 2__3 k
3 15 117
9 5
If 16 12 8
g IV IQ 6
Replica Ho. 9
Board Number
_1 2 ^ k
11 10 9 12
1 3 2
6 7 8 5
16 13 Ik 1?
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RQullca No. 2
Board dumber
2 3 ^
1 11 5
5 12 2 15
10 7 13 ^
^ I't E 2.
Replica Ho. h
Board number
li 13 11 ,
8 7 5 6
3 If 2 1
Q 10 12 11
Replica Ho. 6
Board Number
_1 2 3 k
5 15 9 3
11 1 6 16
2 12 15 5
1^ 7 If 10
Replica Ho. 8
Board Number
_1 2 3 |f
t 9 15 tf
13 2 8 11
3 16 10 5
12 7 1 14
Pepllca ffp. IQ
Board Number
O 2_J k
5 11 If 11+
1 15 8 10
9 7 16 2
13 3 12 6
Fig, Vl. Randomizations for nails driven
in 1" lumber at intermediate
moisture content.
Renllca Ifo. 1
Board Number
JL 2 3 ^ • •? 6 z
27 39 33 5^*5 2^1
\3 13 7 31
V 16 10 5l
Vo 3 V6 28
30 Vg 36 18
1*+ 26 20 Mt
17 g9 1
19 25 37
22 35 \7
? 15 3V
6 12 2h
32 38 1
If8 11
Bgplt<?a ?fp. 3
Board Ntimber
2 3 k 5 L
35 8 37 26 .6 17
Vl 23 3 32 21 1^3
19 1 30 10 »+8 28
Ih >+5 25 5 36 16
2»f 13 >+2 15 If 33
2 M) 20 if9 31 11 22
29 19 if7 27 9 38 Z
Pepllps yrp. 5
Board Hvunber
2_-3 ^ 5 6
15 22 29 3
21 28 35 h2 h9
17 2h 31 38
18 25 32 39 ^6
19 26 33 Ik) h?
20 27 31+ Ul lf8
16 23 30 37 Vf
Replica No. 7
Board Number
1 ,2 3 h 5 6 z
3 if7 >f2 25 8 30 20
^^3 38 33 16 6 28 11
ifl 29 2if Ih if6 19 2
12 7 Mf 3^ 17 39 22
32 27 15 5 37 10 if9
23 18 13 ^5 3? 1 Ho
£1 2 k
1
7
1
2
12
s
Ih
10
11
12
13
_2.
36 26 ifS 31
-56b-
Reullca Uo. 2
Board Number
12^^567
9 20 39 35 5 2if
10 25 29 6 W- 21 Uo
18 33 37 3 22 W
h2 1 12 31 27 >+6 16
3h h9 U- 23 19 38 8
2 17 28 if7 36 13 32
26 itl tf5 15 11 ^0 Z
Repllea Wo. V
Board Number
\ 2 3 k 5 6 7
iS 20 17 15 19 21 16
V 6 3 1 5 7 2
il ?5 S
39 kl 38 36 ^ >+2 37
11 13 10 8 12 lif 9
2'? 27 2U 22 26 28 23
Replica No> 6
Board Number
_2._3__i_5
18 ^1 5 'tii
21 2if
27 30
if5 6 19 1+2 22
2 12 25 If8 3?
33 36 7 23 10
1^ 2Q 16
37 11 \7
5+3 17 V
Rapllca Mo. 8
Board Number
2 3 If 5 6 Z
1^ 31 15 5^9
22
37 12
li? 2
28 If
36 19
17 >+9
32 8
2B^
If 1
llf
9 32
15 38
lf6 20
^ 26
30 21 5
^5 29 20
27 11 Mf 35
1 »fl 25 9
16 7 »f0 2k
2 18 tf2 26 10 >f^
Fig. 1+2, Randomizations for nails driven in 2"
lumber at intermediate moisture content.
Rfl-nllna ITo. 1
Board Number
1, 2 ^
12 9 11 10
8 5 7 6
If 1 3 2
16 !•? Ih
Rp.pllca No.
Board Number
. ,1 2 3 1
11 1382
16 10 3 5
6 If 9 15
.1 7 12
Ranllca No. 5
Board Number
_1 2 I—i
9 13 5 1
2 6 lif 10
16 12 V 8
7 ^ 11 15
Replica No. 7
Board Number
2 -31 h
•i
15 8 1 16
tf 11 l»f 5
q 2 7
12
Banllca Ho. 9
Board Number
1 2 3
10 IW 2
15 11 7 31 5 9 13
3.
I
16 12
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BBTiTIca Ho. 2
Board Number
T 2 ^ k
8 lU-
5 15
6 16
9
12
10
IL
3
2
If
a
Ranllca ITo. V
Board Number
11 1^ 5 1+
13 12 3 6
2 7 16 9
« 1 IQ 1^
papliea Ho. 6
Board Number
2 3
il f 15 13 1
10 11 9 12
2 3 1*+
6 7 5 a
I
tenllca no. 8
Board number
_1 2__JS k
9 s rT>
12 5 2 15
11 6 1 16
10 2 k—ia
RanHna No. 10
Board Number
2 h
i 12
8 2 11 13
9 1? 6 ^
16 10
Fig. V3. Randomizations for nails driven
in 1" lumber at low moisture
content.
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H~1211~a n2 . l B.§;gl1~a Ifa . 2 
Bo:ird Number Board lumber 
_l g 3 4 2 6 7 l. 2 3 4 2 6 z 
~~ i~ 7 4a 19 25 a~ 41 26 ~ 15 11 45' 30 10 22 ~§ 49 ~4 23 19 4 38 11 29 ~~ 17 42 2§ 9 l~ 24 r' 35 20 5 34 3 4-0 9 15 33 48 ~ 37 22 21 a9 ~~ 27 li-5- 2 8 17 2 ~ 47 28 13 24 30 0 12 18 25 10 6 29 21 
l 2g 20 14 32 38 44 1 42 16 31 27 12 46 
lhml1~~ .Io • 3 B~J;2l1Ga Iic . !t 
Board Nunber Board umber 
l ~ 3 4 ~§ 6 7 2~ 2 3 4 2~ 6 z 30 39 1 28 10 19 25' 22 23 26 27 
47 ~ 18 38 g 27 ii 38 39 36 37 42 4o 41 25 45 16 34 5 10 11 8 9 14 12 ~~ 42 13 33 15 24 31 32 29 30 35 33 
~ 12 23 4~ 21 32 41 17 18 15 16 21 19 20 17 ~ 26 a7 46 3 4 l 2 7 5 6 20 22 11 31 9 2 45' 46 43 41+ 1+9 47 lt8 
B enJ.1~g UQ • 2 R~rnlicD. NQ. 6 
Bo~d Number Board Number 
-~ 2 3 4 2 6 ? l~ 2 3 4 l 6 l 36 15 29 1 22 43 27 17 40 43 30 
10 38 17 31 ~ 24 tg 1 21 11 a~ 37 24 47 11 ag 18 32 25 20 3~ 23 7 36 10 12 19 33 5 26 47 44 
4§ 
28 31 18 41 
14 42 21 3, ~ 28 1+9 38 2 15 25 12 rl 13 41 20 3 . 27 48 26 ~9 29 3 13 49 9 37 16 30 2 23 44 32 5 42 9 19 6 22 
Renlica No 1 Z Renlis;:S! NQ I a 
Board Number Boar d Number 
.. ~ 2 3 itr 2 6 7 l 2 2~ 4 2 6 z 48 19 2 29 24 41 ~~ 2 18 42 34 10 30 20 f g il 42 3 32 7 48 16 8 4o 6 28 11 ~ 43 5 13 a~ 22 46 ~8 21 17 39 22 ,; 7 12 9 17 33 l ~ 25 35 1 4-0 18 13 23 20 28 45 f 4 12 29 ~~ 10 49 3'6 27 lt ..,? 39 1+7 15 31 23 6 .J -48 31 9 21 35' 36 1 3 27 19 41t 
Fig , 44 . R'lndotiizations for mils driven i n 211 
l umber a t low moisture content . 
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Equipment 
Pu111ng apparatus 
The equipment used for pulling the nails is shown in 
Figure 45 . It is a modification of apparatus used in previous 
investigations and was developed in its present form by Boyd 
(1) . A corrugation sh.aped hook is fitted under the nail head 
and force appl ied to the hook by menns of an electric motor 
geared to a threaded rod at t he top of the frane . A four - inch 
hydraulic cylinder is betueen the rod and hook and is con-
nected to a 12 inch bourdon pressure gauge calibrated directly 
in pounds . The gauge is equipped with a m~ ~imum reading indi-
cator and showed error no greater than two per cent during 
calibration . 
Moisture control and measurement 
Moisture cont ent of the wood wns raised by plac ing the 
boards in a temporary aluminwn structure equipped with a 
humidifier as shown in Figure 46 . Water was piped in and re-
leased inside the channel through fine nozzles . The result-
ing mist was blown into tho air by means of a blower a t the 
head of the channel. Adjustment of a valve in the intake line 
permitted the relative humidity , which largel y controls the 
moisture content of wood , to be raised to any desired point . 
I t was found that the boards dried satisfactorily under 
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room conditions dtaring the winter months. During the spring
months, the low moisture content was attained by closing the
water intake on the humidifier, placing pans of calcium
chloride in the channel and circulating the air by means of
the blower. Pans of calcium chloride were also placed on the
floor under the boards with fans being used to aid in air cir
culation. Temperature was raised by means of several 300 watt
electric bulbs.
Moisture content of the boards was measured with a Tag-
Heppenstall moisture meter, shown in Figure W7, Weighing all
the boards was impractical because of the large number of
boards involved. Hov^ever several pieces 7/ere weighed as a
check, and the results agreed closely with those given by the
moisture meter.
Data sheets and simulation of corrugations
Corrugations were simulated by means of the driving iron
shown in Figure
Figure ^9 shows the form of data sheet used in the in
vestigation.
^63-
Flgo V7« 1 '^®t'3r.
•^V V- «N ^^-r>
V
Fig, hSm Corrugation smped ii^on used to
?:oep the clept^i of firlvliig coii-
stant.
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DATA SHEET FOR NAIL WITHDRAWAL TESTS 
Observer __ .:B;.:oyd"'-=-...:and=;...;R:.:;o::.:b=-=1::.::s~o=n---- Nail umber ____ 7.t.::0~12=------
De.te of Driving 6-24-48 Wood 2" Douglas Fir Moisture __ 2=1%'"'---
Driving Conditions through 26 gauge al, Depth of Driving 1- 7/16 inches 
Withdrawal Force in Pounds 
: : . : : : : : . 
1. 274 : 175: 12.3: 134: 150: 202: 240: 263: 155: 165: 340: 101: llA: lL.O 
: : : : . • . . . . 
2. : 223 : 18?: 108: 135: 154: 140: 156: 111: 213: 2.32: 166: 1°5: 200: 125 
: : ' 
. . 
.3. . 173 135: 105: llO: ~6: 164: 2()Q: 173: 175: 100: lQQ: 160: 130: 218 . 
: : : : : : r 
4, 222 163: 155: 200: 135: 107: 100: 16S: 173: 2~'>: l()q: ~11200 . '300 . . : . : : : . . . 
5. 238 : 202: 192: 175: 165: 212: 101: 151: 200: 126: 1~: 1~6: AO: 267 . . . : : . : . . . . 
6. 285 258: 2.37: 183: lAA: 162: 157: 305: 217: l~: 127: 234: 225: 230 . : : . . : . . . 
7. 272 : 193: 150: 220: 174: 145: 224: 243: 200: 175: 156: 1A5: 176: 103 . . : : . : : : : . . . 
8. : 103 162: 180: 2~7: 164: 205 : 202: 127: 136: 14S: 212: llO: 120: 240 
: 
9 . 
10 . . . : . • 
Tot :1880 : 1~;15A7~1261:12~0;17l~ 
Av, 235 : 177: 10~: 15~: 1 7~ 
REMA.mes 
as12llt in wood 
Fig. 4q . Sample data sheet. 
ANALYSIS
Withdrawal Resistance - 2" liumber
General
The results of withdrawal tests of all nails driven into
two-Inch lumber are shown in Figure 50a-f. These curves re
present the actual withdra\ml resistance for each nail. They
show the relationship for practical conparison between indivi
dual nails, However, screw and combination shank nails have
a lar^f^r perimeter than other shank types due to deformation
of the shank. The effect of perimeter on withdrawal resis
tance has been established. Therefore to get a straight com
parison of other factors, it was decided that the analysis
should be made on the basis of relative perimeter. Curves
showing withdrawal resistance based on relative perimeter
appear in Figure Jla-f.
The method of arriving at the relative values is as fol
lows: ITall 2030, having the smallest diameter of the nails
tested, was chosen as basis for the computation and assigned
a relative perimeter of 1.0. The relative perimeters of plain,
barb and ring shank nails were obtained by dividing the diam
eter of the nail by the diameter of nail ITo. 2080. The peri
meter of the screw and combination shank nails was determined
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FIG -AVERAGE Withdrawal resistance based on relative perimeter - roofing nails
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from cross sectional photomicrographs (x20d) by means of a
map measure. Relative perimeter was then obtained by dividing
this value by the perimeter of nail No. 2080. Relative values
of withdrawal resistance were determined by dividing the actual
values by the relative perimeter of the nail. Table II gives
the relative perimeter of all nails•
Table II
Relative Perimeter of All Nails Used
in Withdrawal Tests
Nail:
No. s
Relative;Nail:
Perimeters No.;
Relative:
Perimeter:
Nailt Relative
No.tPerlmeter
:Nallj
: No.:
Relative
Perimeter
103 1.02 7310 1.21 7200 1.27 2653 l.lh
10? 1.02 73?0 1.21 ^179 1.15 2623 l.lV
10k 1.02 6015 1.20 ?075 1.20 2977 1.22
11? 1.02 6055 1.20 5275 1.32 2279 1.02
131 1.02 7112 1.17 H076 1.09 2080 1.00
l6l 1.10 5115 I.2W 2119 1.01 2770 1.1?
171 1.10 5155 1.2V 2159 1.01 2870 1.15
127 1.02 5125 1.2h 2310 1.08 2597 1.12
lh7 i.oV 7012 1.22 2kl0 1.09 3117 1.08
1?7 1.06 7052 1.22 2U50 1.09 3157 1.08
191 1.11 7022 1.22 2^20 1.09 3127 1.08
183 1.07 6100 1.22 2613 l.lh 3C79 1.21
185 1.07
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Plaln shank nails
Withdrawal results for the aluminum plain shank group of
nails can probably be best compared on the basis of minimum
results occurring throughout the moisture cycles since with
drawal moisture cannot be controlled, and the minimum value Is
certainly the limiting factor. Figure 5la shows Alrok treated
nail No. 105 to have the greatest minimum resistance, closely
followed by etched nail No. 103. Untreated nail No. 171 shows
least minimum withdrawal resistance, nail No. 105 being 75 por
cent superior. Etched nail No. I03 is 59 per cent superior to
nail 1^0. 171.
A study of point types shows nail No, IO3, equipped with
a diamond point, to be 21 per cent superior to conical pointed
nail No. 104. While the above percentages indicate a superi
ority of etching and Alrok treatment over non-treated nails
and diamond points over conical points, one cannot escape the
fact that even the largest minimum is still well below the 100
pound mark.
Curves for the three steel plain shank nails tested are
shown in Figure 51a and b. All three of these nails are gal
vanized steel and equipped with diamond points. They all show
best results when driven at high moisture content rather than
when driven at other moistures. Since driving moisture can be
controlled, the minimum results at this driving point can be
considered the limiting factor. Preceding on this basis, it
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can be seen that all the steel plain shank nails display
greater withdrawal resistance than any plain shank aluminum
nail. Nail TTo, 127 shows the least minimum results of all the
steel nails, but this value is 213 per cent more than the
minimma of altiminum nail No, 105.
The superiority of steel nails over aluminum nails is
clearly evident in other shank tjrpes as well as in the plain.
This large difference is clearly not due to any of the physi
cal properties of the two metals since no physical failure of
the nails was noted, except for head failures in several alumi
num nails. The subject of head failures is discussed in a
later part of this work. While a small part of the deficiencies
of ring and combination shank aluminum nails can be blamed on
this, the balance of the difference is due to some other fac
tor. Head failure was not significant in any plain shank nail.
It is the opinion of the writer that the slightly roughened
effect produced by the galvanized coating of the steel nail
accounts for its superiority. This theory is born out by the
increased resistance of the minutely roughened etched and
Alrok treated aluminum nails over their untreated counterparts.
It is feasible that a plain aluminum nail roughened to a
greater extent might compare favorably with the plain galvan
ized steel nail.
The moisture content of wood at driving did not have a
prcmounced effect on the withdrawal resistance of aluminum
plain shank nails. The effects noted were certainly not
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strictly consistent. It appears that, with the exception of
nails lOV and 131, low driving moisture gives best results at
The steel plain shank group was significantly affected by ;i
\ V
immGdlate withdrawal. Alrok treated and etched nails driven at J \
I :
intermediate moisture appear to perform as well or better as
when driven at other moistures, especially after the first
moisture cycle.
'i -.v
the wood moisture at driving. High driving moisture gave better,
I \
results for all nails at nearly every withdrawal point. Curves ^
for low and intermediate driving moistures, while lying below
that for high moisture, did not show the results of either one
to be consistently better than the other.
Moisture content of wood at withdrawal had the expected
effect on withdrawal resistance of aluminum nails in that the
resistance was maximum for each cycle at high moisture and
minimum at low moisture. As the tests were carried through the
second and third moisture cycles, these maximums and minimums
showed a lev«l or slightly downward trend. Steel nails showed
minimuia results at low withdrawal points, but they did not con
sistently reach maximum at high withdrawal moisture. While
rather erratic in this respect, steel almost invariably
showed an increase in resistance between initial and final
withdrawals. It should be emphasized here that this increase
is evident over a period of one year of forced wetting and dry
ing. This is equivalent to roughly three years of actual Mid
west weather conditions. There was a great deal of fluctuation
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during that period, but the increased withdrawal resistance
mentioned here is between initial and final withdrawals.
According to Dr. W. F. Coover of the Chemistry Department of
Iowa State College, there is no chemical interaction between
elements of the wood and the zinc coating which T/ould tend
to bind the two together. However a slight coating of zinc
oxide is forined on the nail due to moisture present in the
wood. Dr. Coover states that this action appears to be very-
slow and should not cause serious deterioration of the metal
for many years. It is the opinion of the writer that the for
mation of the oxide increases the frictional resistance of
the nail surface to withdrawal. This theory is borne out by
the fact that the increased resistance to withdrawal is more
pronounced in plain and screw shank nails than in ring shank
nails.
part^ gh^nK na;ij.g.
The three barb shank nails included in this test are all
of aluminum. These nails are primarily the same except for
surface treatment. One nail is untreated, one is etched, and
the third is Alrok treated. The points ry.ve all diamond.
Generally the behavior of the barb shank nail is very
much the same as the plain shank nail except that the with
drawal resistance is higher. Etched nail No. 183 and Alrok
ti?eated nail No. 18? show better results during the first mois
ture cycle than does imtreated nail No. 191. This superiority.
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while diminished somewhat, is evident at minimum values for
high driving moisture tliroughout the final withdrawals. Very
little difference in minimums is evident between etched and
Alrok treated nails at high driving moisture.
During the first moisture cycle, nails driven into wood
of low moisture content give significantly superior results.
Withdrawal results show that nails driven into wood at high
moisture content generally give the best results beyond this
point. Differences in minimums of the three driving moistures
range from 19 per cent between intermediate and high for the
etched nail to 37 per cent between low and high for the Alrok
treated nail,
Moisture content of the wood at withdrawal had the same
effect on this shank group as on the plain group. After the
first moisture cycle, minimum results were obtained at low
moisture content and maximum results at high moisture. The
minimum points showed either a level or downward trend.
Screw shank nails
Thirteen aluminum screw shank nails were tested, of which
seven are basically different. The other six are merely varia
tions in point or surface treatment of the original seven.
Four of these variations were produced by Alrok treatment. This
gives a very good method of evaluating the Alrok treatment when
applied to the screw shank nail, since these four nails differ
from the original only in that they are Alrok treated.
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Withdrawal results of the four nails and their Alrok treated
counterparts are shovm In Figure 51 b and c and are numbered
7310, 6015, 511?, 7012 (untreated); and 73?0, 6o55j 70^2
(Alrok treated)• noted in the discussion on investigation,
the untreated nail is distinguished from the Alrok treated nail
in the third digit of the identification number. The numeral
"1" in the third digit represents untreated, and the numeral
"5" stands for Alrok treated.
Alrok treatment seemed to increase the withdrawal resis
tance of all screw shanlc nails to a greater or less extent.
The increased resistance was on the order of 20 per cent to ^8
per cent at immediate withdrawal. The Increase afforded by
Alrok treatment was also evident In a comparison of minimums.
This increase averaged between 2h per cent and V8 per cent.
Ifoils 70?2 and 5155 showed more significant overall increases
than did 7350 or 6o55« It is interesting to note that the
latter two nails have much shorter leads than do 7052 and 5155.
Much work has been done In the past on the effect of
point type on withdrawal resistance as discussed in the re
view of literature. Two of the variations in screw shank
nails were affected by changing the diamond point to a conical
shape. The nails receiving this treatment were No, 5115 and
No. 7012, The numbers given these nails after alteration were
5125 and 7022, the change In notation again being in the third
digit. Withdrawal curves for these nails are shown in Figure
51c. It can be seen that no consistent significant variation
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took place due to change In point type from diamond to conical.
The pilot type pointy Included in this study on nails
6100 and 7200, proved to be inferior to other point types in
a comparison of minimuni results. This was to be expected since
previous work indicates an inferiority of the pilot point. It
has been recognized for sonie tine that the screw sliank nail
shoxad be threaded completely to the point rather than having
a pilot portion to punch a hole ahead of the threads•
The effect of the lead of the screw on withdrawal resistance
can be seen in Table III,
Table III
Effect of Lead on Withdrawal Besistance
of the Screw Shank Nail
Average Minimum Relative W, R, Pounds
Nail
Ho.
Lead
Inches
Driving Moisture
High Intermediate Low
Altuainuxa
7310 2.19 6W 75 65
6015 1.22 101 80 100
7112 1.09 93 101 93
5115 1,02 101 115 109
7012 0.98 125 78 89
Steel
^179 1.12 29lf 2V5 210
5075 1,10 235 203 156
5275 1.02 29V 293 206
U076 0,9^ 27^ 2lf3 209
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The T7ithcfrawal resistances shown represent the minimum for
each nail and ^ere taken from the curves of Figure 51 b, c
and c. The aluminum group shows generally that nails of long
lead do not perform as lyell as those xlth shorter leads. How
ever a decline in withdrawal resistance is evident at two of
th® three driving moistures as the lead decreases from 1.02
to 0.98. It is quite possible that there is a point between
these two leads at which the withdrawal resistance is a Baxl-
mum at all driving moistures. This point may well be 1.00*
Only non-Alrok treated aluminum nails were considered since a
better spread in lead could be obtained t.his way. No consis
tent pattern is evident in the steel group. This could be due
to the fact that the steel group represents a spread of only
0.16 inches in lead while the aluminum group has a spread of
1,21 Inches. This analysis of effect of lead is confounded by
variables such as number and formation of threads. No true
analysis can be made unless these factors are standardized.
The steel screw shank group showed far better withdrawal
results than did the aluminum group. The largest minimum re
sult In the aluminum group was obtained from nail No. 7052.
The least minimxim in the steel group vras exhibited by nail No.
507?, but this was 23 per cent better than nail Ho. 7052, The
greatest minimums in the steel group were shown by nails V179
and 5275, These results were 53 per cent better than those
of nail No. 7052. All of the preceding values were measured
for the high driving moisture. Here again the superiority of
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steel over aluninum is probably due in part to the roughened
galvanized surface.
All steel and Alrok treated aluminum screw shank nails
driven into lumber of high moisture content showed greater
minimum values of withdrawal resistance than did nails driven
into lumber of either intermediate or low moisture content.
The superiority of high driving moisture in the aluminum group
ranged from h per cent to a maximum of 30 per cent. However
some of the steel nails showed as much as 50 per cent superi
ority when driven at high moisture. The superiority of high
driving moisture over low driving moisture in the use of steel
screw shank nails is clearly evident from the withdrawal
curves.
It is felt that the superiority of high driving moisture
over low driving moisture in the case of the steel screw shank
nail is due to the fact that the relatively wet fibers are low
in shearing strength thus permitting the screw (dulled by gal
vanizing) to more easily cut the fibers and embed them to the
root of the thread. On the other hand, the dry wood fibers are
probably pushed aside more or less, and the embedment Is not
as good as with wood at higher moisture content. It is inter
esting to note, a little previously at this point, that the
stedl ring and combination shank nails also show this marked
superiority at high driving moisture. The fact that the alumi
num screw shank nails do not show such a difference in results
at different driving moistures is probably due to the fact that
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the aluminum threads are very sharp and cut fibers of all
moisture contents with almost equal ease.
The effect of the moisture content of the wood at with
drawal does not have as marked an effect on the withdrawal
resistance of the aluminum screw shank nails as it does on
the aluminum plain and barh shank nails • The withdrawal curves
show no consistent low in resistance until the low withdrawal
moisture of the third cycle is reached. The curves do not
show a consistent peak in resistance at high withdrawal mois
ture. In spite of this absence of consistency, most of the
nails show a tendency to follow slightly the curve pattern
shown by the plain and barb shank nails. This tendency is due
to the fact that some turning of the nails was encountered on
withdrawal. The failure of the nails to show as consistent a
curve pattern as the plain and barb shank nails is due to the
fact that a portion of the aluminum screw shank resistance
comes from mechanical or shearing action of the threads.
The steel screw shank group shows the same tendency to
increase in withdrawal resistance with progression of the with
drawal cycles as does the steel plain shank group.
Ring shank nails
The withdrawal results of the ring shank group are con
siderably better than those of any other shank type. Nine
aluminum ring shank nails were tested, of which four are
basically different. Of the remaining five, three are
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variations produced by Alrok treatment. These three nails
are numbered 2159, SVJO, 2653, The originals or untreated
specimens are numbered 2119» 2^10, 2613. Since the only al
teration of the original is in the Alrok treatment, this
affords an excellent evaluation of the treatment as applied
to ring shank nails • An examination of the curves of Figure
51 d and e shows that, on the basis of minimum withdrawal re
sistance, Alrok treatment provides a 12 per cent increase
when applied to nail Ko. 2^10. On the other hand, Alrok treat-
raent appears to decrease the minimum of No. 2613 by I6 per
cent and that of No. 2119 by 13 per cent. Alrok treatment in
creases the resistance to immediate withdrawal of all three
nails. These results were to be expected. The purpose of
Alrok treatment is to slightly roughen the surface, thus in
creasing frictional resistance. Friction figures largely in
the immediate withdrawal of any shank type, thus the Alrok
treated nail shows an increase over the untreated nail at
immediate withdrawal. It is felt that Alrok treatment causes
slight damage or filling of the rings when applied to the
ring shank nail. Thus after several moisture changes, and
the nail is forced to rely chiefly on the mechanical action
of the rings, it is natural that Alrok treatment might have an
adverse effect on some of the ring shank nails,
Two of the aluminum ring shank nails were provided with
conical points. Specimens of nails 2lfl0 and 2613 were pro
vided with conical points and subsequently assigned
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identlfication numbers 2^20 and 2623. The change from diamond
to conical point decreased the mlnimtua resistance of nail No.
2613 at all driving moistures and that of No. 2W10 at low driv
ing moisture. The change afforded an Increase In the minimum
resistance of nail No, 2ifl0 of only 6.5 per cent at high driv
ing moisture. Since the conventional point type is diamond
and the few cases of increased resistance afforded by conical
points were small, It Is probably advisable to continue equip
ping ring shank nails with diamond points.
The ring shank nail is primarily dependent upon the
mechanical resistance of the rings for its withdrawal resis
tance. The number of these rings per inch of shank length
should therefore have some effect on withdrawal resistance.
The aluminum nails included in this study represented nails
with 19j 20, and 23 rings per inch. A comparison of minimum
results is shown in Table IV. These figures show an increase
of from 5 per cent to 1? per cent at the three driving mois
tures when the number of rings per inch increase from I9 to
20. Hov;ever as the number of rings increases from 20 to 23j
a corresponding decrease is noted. It is very probable that
there Is an ideal number of rings between 19 and 23 that gives
a maximum amount of fiber imbedment. Beyond this ideal num
ber, the rings are probably so close together that fiber im
bedment is hindered rather than improved.
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Table IV
Effect of number of Rings per Inch on V^ithdraY/al
Resistance of Ring Shank ITails
Nail No. of
Average Minimum Relative W. R. Pounds
Driving Moisture
No. Rlngs/ln. High Intermediate Low
Aluminum
2119 19 232 232 208
2310 20 268 2h3 2U0
2613 23 231+ 233 210
steel
2977 17 299 271 250
2279 19 3»K) 252 266
2080 20 3^5 298 271
The effect on the ring shank nail of increasing the num
ber of rings per inch is further evident in the steel group.
This group includes nails with 17, 19 and 20 rings per inch.
The withdrawal resistance, as noted in Table IV, shows an in
crease of 6 per cent to 13 per cent with a slight decrease
noted at intermediate driving moisture as the number of rings
increases from 17 to 19. A further increase in number of rings
per inch from 19 to 20 produces an Increase in withdrawal re
sistance of l.W per cent to 18 per cent.
The superiority of steel ring shan3c nails over aluminum
ring shank nails is quite evident to the eye on inspection of
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Figure 51 d and e. Again perhaps the most logical way of com
paring the nails is through minimuiQ withdrawal resistance.
The largest minimum results in the aluminum group are shown by
nail No, 2310, The least minimum results at high driving mois
ture shown by a steel nail occur in nail No. 2977* ''he value
shown by No. 2977 is 12 per cent better than that of No. 2310.
The highest minimum value in the steel group at high driving
moisture is shown by nail No. 2870 and is 31 per cent superior
to nail No. 2310. It is interesting to note that monel metal
nail No. 2^97 is h per cent better than No. 2870 and 38 per
cent better than nail No. 23IO. Monel metal is economically
impractical for use in roofing nails.
Both metal types gave best minimum results when driven
into wood of high moisture content. This was true in the
case of practically every nail. The steel nails showed the
superiority of high driving moisture over the other moistures
more plainly than did the aluminum nails. This is probably
due to the same conditions as discussed under screw shank
nails.
The effect of the moisture content of the wood at with
drawal on withdrawal resistance of aluminum ring shank nails
is very similar to the effect on aluminum screw shank nails.
Steel ring shank nails, especially when driven at high mois
ture content, show naximum withdrawal resistance at low with
drawal moisture and minimum results at high withdrawal mois
ture. This fact indicates that the steel nails relay on
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mechanlcal action of the rings for withdrawal resistance rather
than on friction, the shearing strength of the wood fibers be
ing greater at low withdrawal moisture than at high. The steel
ring shank group shows a tendency to rise slightly in with
drawal resistance as the moisture cycles progress while the
alumlnura and monel nails show a level or slightly downward
trend.
Combination shanlt nails
Only two combination shank nails were available for test
ing. One of these is steel, the other is aluminum. Two var
iations of the aluminum nail were produced by Alrok treatment
and point change. This gives four combination shank nails
in all, and curves showing withdrawal results for these nails
are given in Figure Jlf.
Alrok treatment of the aluminum combination shank nail
produces a negative effect at all driving moistures. This
effect is appreciable In every case, and it can be plainly
seen that Alrok treatment Is a definite detriment to the com
bination shank nail. The change from diamond to conical point
on the aluminum nail produces a drop in minimum withdrawal
resistance at high and intermediate driving points and an in
crease at low driving moisture.
The steel combination shank nail Ho. 3079 gives consider
ably better results at high driving moisture than does the
aluminum nail. However the aluminum nail proves to be better
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at Intermediate and low driving moistures.
The moisture content of the wood at driving does not have
an outstanding effect on the withdrawal resistance of the
alujainum nail, although ixntreated nail No. 3117 does show best
minimum results at intermediate driving noisture. On the
other hand, steel nail No. 3079 is clearly affected by driving
moisture. This nail gives best results when driven into wood
of high moisture content, poorest results at low driving mois
ture, and intermediate results at intermediate driving mois
ture.
The moisture content of wood at withdrawal has no consis
tent effect on withdrawal resistance of the aluminum nail
except as concerns the usual level or downward trend exhibited
by most aluminum nails. TTail ITo. 3079j when driven at high
moisture content, shows maximum withdrawal results at low with
drawal moisture and minimum results at high withdrawal moisture
This indicates that the nail is dependent upon mechanical ac
tion rather than frictional action for withdrawal resistance.
Comparison of shank types
Perhaps the best way to compare shank types is by compar
ing the minimum results of the best nail in each shank type
group at the driving moisture most suitable to the particular
nail. This method is chosen because the nail and the driving
moisture can be controlled, but the withdrawal moisture cannot
be controlled. Proceeding on this basis and considering the
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altnninum group, it can b© seen from Table V that ring shank
nail No. 2310 gave best results, followed very closely by com
bination shank nail No, 311?• Screw shank nail No. 7052 was
third in effectiveness followed by barb shanl: nail No, 18? and
plain nail No. 10? in order of descending effectiveness.
Table V
Effect of Shank Type on Withdrawal
Resistance of Roofing Nails
Nail
No.
Shank
Type
Metal
Type
Most Suitable
Driving Moisture
Average
Minimum Relative
W, R. - Pounds
105 Plain Alum. Intermediate 7Z
185 Barb Alum, High 128
7052 Screw Alum, High 191
3117 Comb. Alum, Intermediate 266
2310 Ring Alum, High 263
Ih? Plain Steel High 260
3079 Comb. Steel High 278
5275 Screw Steel High 293
2870 Ring Steel High 350
2597 Ring Monel Intermediate 368
In considering the steel group, it can be seen from Table
V that ring siianJc nail No. 2870 gave best results followed by
screw nail No. 5275, combination nail No, 3079, and plain nail
No, 1^7 in order of descending effectiveness. The ring shank
monel metal nail showed better results than any other nail.
This superiority is due probably to the depth of cut and clean
formation of the ring.
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The superiority of deformed shan]c nails over plain shank
nails proves that mechanical resistance by the shank is far
superior to frictional resistance.
Withdrawal Resistance - 1" Lumber
The results of the withdrawal tests of all nails driven
into one-inch lumber are shown in Figure 52 a and b. These
curves represent the actual withdrawal resistance for each nail
and.are very useful in comparing the merits of the individual
nails. However, screw and combination shank nails have a
larger perimeter than other shank types due to shank deforma
tions. To get a straight comparison of less obvious factors,
it was decided that the analysis should be made on the basis of
relative perimeter. Curves showing withdrawal resistance based
on relative perimeter appear in Figure 53 a and b. The rela
tive values for these curves were arrived at in the same man
ner as discussed under withdrawal resistance in 2" lumber.
Data for low driving moisture were gathered for only one
cycle in one-inch material because of excessive splitting of
the wood at driving. It was thought that the splitting which
resulted from driving into dry material would render one-Inch
lumber of this moisture content impractical for actual usage.
Also the splits would probably have a negative effect on the
results.
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Plaln and barb shank nails
The plain and barb shank nails Included in withdrawal
tests in one-inch Itanber are all of aluminum. Two of the
nails are plain shank, and the third is barb shank. One of
the plain shank nails, Wo. 115, is Alrok treated. This nail
proves to be 11 per cent better than untreated nail Wo. 131
at high driving moisture in a comparison of minimums and 100
per cent better at intermediate driving moisture. In a com
parison of minimum results, barb shank nail Wo. 183 proves to
be 18 per cent superior to No. 11? at intermediate driving
moisture and 65 per cent superior at high driving moisture.
The moisture content of the wood at driving does not seem
to have a significant effect on withdrawal results of plain
and barb shank nails except as noted previously at low driving
moisture. The moisture content of the wood at withdrawal does
not have as marked an effect on results in one-inch lumber as
in two-inch lumber, however, generally speaking, maximum re
sults occur at high withdrawal moisture and minimum results at
low moisture.
Screw shank nails
Seven screw shank nails were tested in one-inch lumber.
Five of these are untreated aluminum nails, and two are steel
nails. Wail Wo. 7012 shows the best minimum results of the
aluminum group. Wo. h07(> has the highest minimum of the steel
80G
tO<
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group although No. ^275 is almost as effective. Nail No. U076
proves to he 72 per cent superior to aluminum nail No. *^012.
The superiority of steel over aluminum is probably due to the
reasons advanced in the discussion of results in two-inch lum
ber. Also the tendency of the sharper, smoother aluminum nail
to split the wood fibers apart rather than cut them on entry
is more pronounced in one-inch lumber and has a greater effect
on results than in two-inch material.
The moisture content of the wood at driving effects the
withdrawal resistance of aluminum nails in that the largest
minimums occur at intermediate driving point in the case of
every nail. Both of the steel nails tested show largest mini-
mums at high driving moisture. The aluminum group generally
shows maximum results at high withdrawal moisture and minimum
results at low withdrawal moisture although the trend is far
from pronounced. The moisture content of the wood at with
drawal has no definite effect on withdrawal results of the steel
nails except during the third withdrawal cycle when both nails
nhcw Tuaximum results for the high driving point at low with
drawal moisture. This indicates that the steel nails probably
did not turn on withdrawal thus offering resistance by mechani
cal rather than frictional action.
Ring shank nails
Only four ring shank nails were tested in one-inch mater
ial, Three of these are untreated aluminum, and one is steel.
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Altuninuin nail No. 2^10 shows the largest rainimun results In
the aluminum group and also proves to be approximately 1.0 per
cent superior to steel nail Ho, 2977 in this respect. It
should be noted here in defense of steel ring shanic nails that
No, 2977 shows poorest results of all steel ring shanks tested
in two-inch material.
All of the nails, both steel and aluminum, show best
minimum results when driven into wood of high moisture content.
The nails generally show maximum results at low withdrawal
moisture and minimum results at high withdrawal moisture in
the second and third cycles. Again this indicates mechanical
resistance rather than frictional. The nails, especially the
rilnminum group, show a downward trend in resistance as the
moisture cycles progress.
Combination shank nails
One aluminum combination shank nail and on© steel combin
ation shank nail were tested in one-inch lumber. Aluminum
nail TTo. 3117 proves to be 15" per cent superior to steel nail
No. 3079 at minimum withdrawal resistance.
Both of the nails tested show largest minimums as well
as best overall results when driven into lumber of high mois
ture content. The moisture content of the wood at withdrawal
does not seem to have any consistent effect on the withdrawal
resistance except that the aluminum nail shows a reduction in
withdrawal resistance as the withdrawal cycles progress while
the steel nail shcjws a level trend.
A comparison of shank types in one-inch material shows
the aluminum combination shank to be superior followed by the
aluminum ring shank. It is very probable that the aluminum
plain, barb, and screw shank nails are totally unsatisfactory
for use in one-inch material.
Comparison of Nails Driven into Two-
Inch and One-Inch Lumber
It is reasonable to believe that nails will show better
withdrawal results when driven into tr-zo-inch lumber than when
driven into one-inch lumber considering the increased depth
of penetration obtained in the two-inch material. A direct
comparison of results in the two sizes of material is avail
able from results of the foregoing tests. Here again, the
average minimum results for the sixteen nails provide proba
bly the best basis for comparison. Table VI gives the mini
mum result for each nail at the particular driving moisture
nost suitable to the prevailing condition. Also the percent
age increase in withdrawal resistance obtained by using two
inch material is noted for each nail. Although it does not
matter in this case, the relative values are used to conform
with previous analysis.
It can be seen from Table VI that the percentage increase
in withdrawal resistance f^ained by using two-inch lumber is
significant in practically every case.
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Table VI
Comparison of Withdrawal Results In
1" and 2" Luml^er
Nail
No.
Lliniraum Average
Relative W. R. - Pounds
1" Lumber 2" Lumber
Per Cent
Difference
115
131
183
7012
5
79
93
61
56
126
125
2I
11
5115
7112
6oi5
7310
'486
52
115
101
101
75
U
il
'W76
5275
2119
2hlO
llfB
w169
27V-
293
232
2^0
90
91
7^h2
2613
2977
3117
3079
120
165
190
165
23»f
299
266
278
P81
^0
68
Head Performance
Head failures in 2" Imber
A very interesting problem which arose during this inves
tigation concerned the failure of heads of certain nails. Ob-
servations made during withdrawal indicate that practically
without exception, failure was due to shearing of the head
from the shank rather than tensile failure of the shank at
-106-
point of attachnient,
Boyd (1) reports that nail hsads will pull tlirough 26
gauge aluminum at values ranging from 78 pounds to 16^ pounds
depending on head type. According to Reaves (28), nail heads
will pull through sheet steel (gauge not specified) at a
force of 192 pounds. Comparison of these values with results
given in Table VII indicates the roofing material generally
to be the limiting factor, Horrever if the nail is to be used
with heavier material or if some new alloy giving greater
shearing strength is developed, the nail head may becone the
limiting factor.
Table VII shows the nails in which head failures occurred,
the number of failures, average withdrawal resistance of those
nails that failed, number of normal withdrawals, and average
withdrawal resistance of the normal withdrawals.
It is desired to establish, from these data, a relation
ship between head failure and driving and withdrawal moisture
of the wood and fabrication of the nail. The ten per cent
level 'JTas arbitrarily chosen for determining significance of
failures.
Keferring to Table VIII, it can be seen that for any driv
ing moisture the percentage of head failures decreased as the
withdrawal moisture increased. This is to be expected since 1
(1) Significant failures occurred in deformed shank nails irtilch
depend to a large extent on shearing strength of the wood for
-107-
Tablo VII
Number of Head Failures and Normal Withdrawals With
Average Withdrawal Resistance 2" Douglas Fir
3 Low Wlthdrarral Intermediate With- High Withdrawal
t
• Moisture drawal Moisture t!oisture
Nail 1 Failures Normal Failures. Normal Failures Normal
No* t Av. Av. Av. Av. Av. Av.
•
• W.R. No, W.R. No. W.R. No . W.R. N9. W.P, W.R.
High Drivinp; Moisture
3563117 « 9 337 15 275 17 335 29 308 9 23 321
3127 8 12 307 10 297 18 333 22 325 5 326 23 32V
2if50 : 7 321 17 31^ 6 361 hi 319 6 313 26 305
2119 1 5 2h2 18 Z'/k 9 275 36 21+5 2 210 30 2M4-
2159 t 6 296 17 261 10 269 33 282 7 25 272
2h20 t 3 315 21 316 10 312 38 32lf 6 3^5 330
2>+10 1 5 31^ 325 8 311 323 6 352 26 327
3157 : 8 332 16 28^ 7 297 5o 295 3 320 29 302
?155 t 7 336 17 276 9 328 282 2 30 281
5125 « 2 228 22 159 3 237 ft
1+5
165 2 25tf 30 260
2279 « 1 595 21 393 3 505 379 0 - - -
1% ! 0 «» - h 326 ^3 185 0 - - -
70 52 : 1 367 23 299 1 32U if6 293 0 * _
183 s 0 0 - • - 2 23h 29 186
2770 J 1 lf20 20 1+^ 3 379 W+9 0 - -
5115 : 0 - - - 2 280 ii-6 179 1 327 31 268
2870 i 1 700 23 509 3 hlh h79 1 605 31 >tl8
2653 « 1 315 22 328 1 hl8 li-6 339 0 - —
'K)76 j 1 500 23 Uoi+ 1 h87 ^5 392 0 - m -
157 5
ft
JL - - - J1 - - -1 175 30 3^3
s
Totals
1
71 115 53
Continued on next page
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Table VII (Continued)
1 Low Withdrawal zlnteriaediate With-: High Withdrawal
Moisture 8 drawal Uoisture ; Moisture
nail > Failures Normal : Failures 8 Failures Worpal
No. 8 Av, Av. 8 Av. Av. s Av. Av.
8 No. W.R. No. W.R.8 Ho. W.R. No. W.R.: Ho. W.B. No. WJl.
Intermediate Driving Moisture
3127 8 330 16 269 t Ih 3J-1 ko 290 7
2119 6 231 13 2?0 : 17 2G9 37 272 6
2V50 9 329 15 299 ; Xp 323 hi 326 h
3117 5 310 19 295 : IV
a
37? h2 289 h
31?7 3 336 21 2hl s Ih 32? hi 261 h
21?9 305 21 230 I IW 255 hi 258 3
51?5 291 1? 221 : 8 3^+3 h? 225 1
2lfl0 3 371 20 267 : 7
A
351 295 3
2V20 2 328 22 255
1
2 9 he 27h 2
?125 3 136 21 iWf : 2 260 ?3 163 2
U076 2 22 329 t 2 1+10 53 353 0
2279 0 - - - » 3 1M+ 53 318 0
183 1 163 23 127
s
I 0 _ 1
2770 1 652 23 38W 1 1 if66 375 0
?115 2 218 20 1U3 : 0 • 0
18? 0 - - - 1 1
ft
270 53 156 0
157 0
1
1 1 200 53 308 0
105 0 - • - : 1 215 133 0
115 0 • • I 0 1
127 1 Uoo 23 IV7 : 0 • •» 0
2613 JL - -
9
298 53 303 Jl
Total 57 8l2lf
0
g
38
Continued on next page
307 17 292
316 17 235
35^ 20 33^-
>+09 20 298
252 21 271
380 22 2¥f
315 21 286
282 22 271
316 22 19»f
l»f9 23 178
75 23 13'f
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Table VII (Continued)
t Low Withdrawal tlnternediate With-: High Withdrawal
: LTolsture i drawal Moisture : Moisture
Nail : Failures Normal : Failures » F^ilurgS IJQVml
No* : Av, Av. s Av, Av. : Av, Av.
t No- No. W,R,; No. W.R. No> W.H-! No. W,R. Mo. W.R,
Low Driving Moisture
3117 16 326 1? 279 33 286 Ih 27U t 10 3^3 Ih 290
3127 19 315 13 302 28 313 19 276 : 2 328 21 292
2k^0 13 3^ 19 282 282 30 267 #• 6 351 17 325
2119 Ih 3?1 17 256 16 2lK) 32 238 ••
9
If 272 20 2U0
2159 13 293 19 2h3 16 232 29 2l4f
•
: If 318 20 266
2lf20 10 328 22 299 16 291 29 278 • 5 318 19 31V
21+10 11 333 21 273 216 36 273 •• ? 312 19 276
3157 6 316 26 255 h 272 h2 2?2 ••
#
2 290 22 283
?155 6 316 Zh 226 h 307 1+3 229
i
•
• 2 308 22 209
5125 2 210 30 180 h 26U 170 •# 0 - * •
2279 2 387 30 32lf 6 335 1+3 30I+ • 2 105 22 321
18? 3 328 28 lif7 1 326. 160 •♦
A
1 178 23 180
70?2 2 291 30 286 1 307 Vl 2V+ •• 0
183 2 309 30 163 1 162 W9 168 X 0 - • -
2770 2 328 30 377 1 213 356 s 0 • • -
?115 1 260 31 170 2 236 5^ 157 •#
A
0 - - -
2870 1 687 28 h85 1 ?97 V7 360
w
•
• 0
2310 1 612 31 325 1 hho ^7 30»+ s 0 • • •
I4O76 1 603 31 291 0 — • : 0 - •
115 0 - - 1 170 V7 132 •• 0 - - -
2613 1 370 31 322 0
•
•
• 0
605? 0 1 275 176 ♦ 0 •> • •
2623 1 U50 31 28V 0 t 0
7022 -i 25lf 31 175 -Q - - : - - -
Total 128 167
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withdrawal resistance. (2) Shearing strength of dry wood is
greater than wet wood.
It can be seen frran Table VII that In nearly every signi
ficant case, average withdrawal resistance of the nails which
failed was larger than the average for normal withdrawals.
This indicates that possibly a greater percentage of the heads
would have failed if greater withdrawal resistance had been
developed. It also indicates that if an improvement could
be made In head fabrication, aluminum nails would show greater
overall withdrawal resistance.
As far as fabrication of the nail is concerned, there
were actually only four different nails in which failure was
significant. The rest of the nails in which significant fail
ures occurred were merely point or surface variations of the
original four. All four of these nails were aluminum and with
the exception of one, were produced by the same manufacturer.
Table IX shows the four nails, shank types, variations in point
and surface treatment, and per cent failures at different driv
ing moistures. A comparison of percentages betv.een Alrok
treated and untreated shanks indicates that for these particu
lar nails, /llrok treatment does not materially improve the
ring shank nail, that it is a detriment to the combinatinn
shank nail, and materially improves the screw shank nail. The
foregoing observations are based on the fact that the nail has
greater withdrawal resistance in failure than in normal with
drawal. It can also be seen that point change from
-112-
dlamond to conical does not materially affect withdrawal re
sistance.
The nails in which significant head failure occurred
represent for the most part the best of each shank type among
aluminum nails* However this was not the case in the ring
shank group. Nail 2310, a ring shank nail manufactured by
the same ccanpany which produced nail 2410 and having the same
number of rings per inch, showed a greater overall withdrawal
resistance and had a total of only two head failures at all
driving and withdrawal moistures. Figure 54 shows sections
through the heads of both nails. Failures indicate the cri
tical section to be in the head, adjacent to the shank. Nail
2310 is provided ^Ith approximately twice as much metal at
the critical section as nail 2410. It is reasonable to be
lieve that withdrawal resistant of nail 2410 would have been
significantly increased if it had been equipped with a thicker
head.
ResiRtance of heads to pulling through Rl^iminuffl sheet
Withdrawal tests have established that certain nails are
superior to others. However in specifying nails, there Is no
point in ruling out nails which, although not as strong as
others, equal or exceed in withdrawal resistance the rupture
point of the popular thickness of roofing sheet.
When this study was started, it was thought that aluminum
0,019 inch thick was most desirable for farm use. However for
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Table X
Variance from Mean Withdrawal Resistance at Failure
For Halls In 'i^ch Head Failure is Significant
Nail
Wo.
Lo^7 Driving
lM.?,tuTe
Withdrav/al
Moisture
Low Int. HI (th
2119 High
Av.
Low
395
351
160
370
2ho
157
292
272
265
2159 High
Av.
Low
h07
293
172
355
232
125
375
318
260
2U20 High
Av,
Low
1+30
328
216
385
291
180
378
318
235
2HIO High
Av.
Low
^57
333
225
372
216
200
380
312
235
2'k^O High
Av.
Low
V35
3W
228
'f35
282
121
1+30
351
275
3127 High
Av.
Low
M+5
315
200
't-35
313
203
31+5
328
310
3117 High
Av.
Low
iK35
326
220
ife
160
I+IO
3»^3
296
3157 High
Av.
Low
396
181
296
272
2I+O
305
290
27V
5155 High
Av.
Low
1+50
316
203
387
307
235
308
300
Intermadiato
Driving Moisture,
Withdrawal
-.loisture
Lrm Int. liigk
276 hlO 365
231 289 316
lyu 170 2if0
321 350
305 255
290 110
UltO
328 31^
202 237
>+11 1+72
371 351
337 206
1+20 V+5
329 323
22h 236
if30 390
330 311
2fc6 207
360 U65
310 375
280 295
370 399
336 325
250 236
350 If70
291 3M-8
229 196
310
252
205
300
282
265
321
315
275
I4f8
35^
285
367
307
275
lf90
iK)9
331
388
iil
380
380
330
High Driving
TJnlature
Withdrawal
Moisture
T.o7r Int. liiEii
272 36'»-
2V2 275
211 22h
382 V05
206 269
195
368 U-20
315 312
263 201
>f65 H38
3hl 311
215 175
1+75 H25
321 361
2!+: 292
371 395
307 333
215 235
V72 1+50
337 335
195 160
M+2 353
332 297
25»t 225
i+ivo USO
336 328
156 251+
25»+
210
165
lfl2
303
210
>+llf
3W6
285
V30
352
303
1+20
313
250
326
250
1+03
356
300
378
320
255
315
315
315
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various rsasonsj It is now thought thst a thiclcor sh60t would
be more desirable. The sheet under consideration is 0,025
inch thick,
Tests vj'ere made to determine the load at which various
head types would pull through aluminum 0.02? inch thick and
0.032 inch thick. Statistically, four replications of each
head type are sufficient if variance between means is approxi
mately twenty pounds. The head types available for testing
weres (1) common, nail No. 10^5 (2) lead washer, nail No.
2870; (3) lead bell, nail No. 20805 (W) lead encased, nail
No. 5075; (5) hood, nail No. I3I; (6) cup, nail No. 1+179; and
(7) fabricated products. The common, cup, and hood heads were
fitted with neoprene washers since some type of washer would
probably be used in actual service.
Results of the tests are shown in Table XI.
Table XI
Force in Pounds Necessary to Pull Nail Heads
Through Aluminum Sheet
' Lead Types | Nboprene V/asher
• ^
Washer Encased Bell jCommon Hood Cup
sFabricated
Products
Head
0.032" : 1i
1^5 !1 : 21+0 150 229 { 271 235 335
2 t 21+5 151 237 t 266 25+8 355 : 305
3 1 250 160 245 I 265 255 3^+5 s 321
h : 256 155 2lf5 ! 262 250 337 : 333
Av, I 2»+8 154- 239 X 266 2M-7 3% « 323
0.025" 1 » >
1 t 162 150 206 181+ 21V 293 s 255
2 : l»+5 193 172 19^+ 291 : 238
3 : 15^ 139 201 182 19*^ 295 : 2W
5 i 169 lt+7 212 189 200 303 « 258
Av. :
:
160 l»+5 203 182 200 295 :
•
•
2»+8
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From the foregoing tables It can be seen that the cup
type bead fitted vith the neoprsne washer Is by far superior
to other hefid types#
Wood Splits in 2** Lumber
One of the inherent problems encountered in the use of
nails Is splitting of the wood Into v,^hich the nail is driven.
Boyd (1|P,83) reports that the problem arose in driving the
nails for this study as fiallowi
Little sDlittlng occurred during driving into
two inch lumber, and most of iirhat did occur vas at
the low moisture content driving point.
In one inch lunber splitting occurred at all
driving points# It V7as ^^t appreciable at tV^e high
moisturedriving point, but became disturbing at
the medium moisture driving point. It became so
serious at the low moisture driving point that the
spacing had to be Increased,
No exact record m?.de of splitting dv^rlng driving.
However, notation v.'as mede during withdrawal on all nails with
drawn from splits. This confounds the data to the extent that
driving splits cannot be Isolated from seasoning splits. This
relation Is cleared up so^i^what by reference to Table XII,
While the comparatively large number of splits recorded at
high driving moisture contradicts Boyd's observation during
driving, it does establish the fact that seasoning splits were
probably in excess of driving splits. Table XII indicates
that, in ti e majority of cases, average withdrawal resistance
from splits is lower than normal withdrawal resistance. From
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Table XII
Roofing Ifeils Withdrawn From Significant Uumber of
Wood Splits With Average Withdrawal Resistance
- 2" Douglas Fir
^ailj Splits Normal t Splits Normal
Av. Av. Av. « Av
s Low Withdrawal : Intermediate t High Withdrawal
: Moisture iyf|thr!rawal Moist, t
v,
Splits Normal
Av. „ Av.
5125 t 1 159 31
Low Driving Moisture
t 5 1?3 ^5 178 t 1 22 177
7012
t
t h 127 28 167 : 5 166 1+2 15*+ » 1 150 23 17^
Intermediate Driving Moisture
6015 t 2 122 22 118 8 5 112 50 158 «
s
19V »
•
0 - - -
6055
t
1 1 90 23 169 i 6
7^ : 3
123 »f9 0 - - -
ICh
t
t w 69 20 160 53 118 :
s
106 1
0 - - -
171
t
t 2 W7 20 63 t 8 79 ><•7 0 - «» -
High Driving Moisture
6055 2 160 22 179 s ^ iVo Mf 192 J 1 I8if 30 186
lolf ? ifl 19 65 I 8»t ^3 116 :
185 8
0 - - -
5115 5 172 19 126 : h 128 M+ 1 227 31 19^
5155 3 2¥f 21 281 t 6 2lt-3 »+l 290 :
:
196 :
0 - - -
7022 5 133 19 178 I 3
*
150 if5 1 137 31 19^
7200 1 lh9 22 130 t 5
*
129 V3 1651
t
138 t
3 97 28 200
6100 2 108 21 107 J 6
A
iWo ifl 0 - - -
185
, ?
1 107 22 157 « 7
»
lUl UO
1
209 *
t
0 - - -
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this it can be concluded that for air aried, flat grain, 2
inch Douglas Fir, reduction in withdrav.al resistance due to
split dovelopme t Is less when nails are driven at low mois
ture than when driven at high moisture.
Probably the main fr^ctor which affects splitting is the
nature of the wood itself. However, Table XXII indicates that
certain characteristics ^f the nail can be linked 77ith split
ting.
While the per cent splits for any nail are very small,
it must be remembered that lumber for this study was hand-
picked, while in actual practice It will be of inferior grade
in many cases and splits v^lll probably b© more common. Pro
ceeding on this basis, it was arbitrarily decided that if six
per cent or more of the withdrawals of any one nail at any
driving moisture were from splits, the splitting would be
termed significant. Table XIII shows per cent spUts, point
typo, shank type, shank treatment, metal, shank diameter, and
lead of screw, of the nails withdrawn frcan a significant per
cent of splits.
There are actually only eight basically different nails
included in this group. The other four are variations in
shank treatment or point type of the original eight. The
splitting seems to be Independent of point type and shank
treatment. Shank diameter seems to have no particular effect
since splitting is significant with even the smallest screw
and plain shank nails.
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Table XIII
Variations of Roofing Nails Withdrawn From Significant
Per Cent of Wood Splits in 2" Douglas Pir
Nail
Ho.
pQr gent, Point Shank Treat-
Drive. Hoist. Type Type raent
Kiph Int. Low
Metal
Shank
Diam- Lead
eter
6015 5.0 6.9 5.8 Diamond Screw None Al. 0.1?55 1.22
6055 6.8 6.9 Diamond Screw Alrok Al. 0.1555 1.22
IC^ 8.7 6.7 Conical Plain Etched Al. 0.13^2 -
5115 9.6 Diamond Screw None Al.
0.1680 1.02
5125 5.S 6.7 Conical Scre^7 None Al. 0.1680 1.02
51 8.7 Diamond Screw Alrok Al.
0.1680 1.02
7012 9,8 Diamond Screi/ None Al. 0.155V 0.98
7022 8.6 Conical Screw None Al. 0.155V 0.98
171 9.8 Diamond Plain None Al.
O.IV51 -
7200 8,9 Pilot Screw None Al. 0.1589 2.19
6100 7.9 Pilot Screw None Al. 0.1589 1.87
18? 7.8 Diamond Ba^b Alrok Al. O.1V09 -
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The two things which seem to have a direct bearing on
splitting are metal and shank type. All nails withdrawn ^roia
splits at tve six per cent level were made of aluminum. This
can probably be explained by considering the fact that aluminun
is much smoother than steel and tends to separate the wood
fibers on entry rather than tearing them as the roughened gal
vanized steel does. Table XIII shows that five of the eight
basically different nails are screw shank. This is true proba
bly because the screws turn as they enter the wood, setting up
a prying, twisting action which tends to separate the wood
fibers before cutting action of the screw thread begins. Lead
of the screw seems to hae no particular effect since nails of
both maximum and mlnumum lead are included in Table XIII,
From the standpoint of splitting, It is evident that an
aluminum ring or combination shank nail or a steel nail should
be used with 2 inch nailing girts, especially when the lumber
used is of an Inferior grade.
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DISCUSSION
Suggestions for Roofing Nails Based on Withdrawal
Resistance and Head Performance
General
The following suggestions are advanced on the basis of
determinations made in the foregoing study. A complete study
of creep has not been accomplished at this tlmey but available
facts on this subject were considered.
Head type
The head should be of the cup type as used on nail No.
4179 In this study. At the present time, it seems advisable
that a neoprene washer be used. This head is recommended on
the basis of tests made on resistance to pulling through alu
minum sheet 0.025 inch thick.
Metal type and surface treatment
Galvanized steel is recommended as metal type and surface
coating. Galvanized steel nails repeatedly showed higher
withdrawal resistance than did aluminum nails of the same
shank type. As can be seen from Figure 50 a-f, no aluminum
nail equalled in limiting withdrawal resistance the force
necessary to pull 0.02? inch aluminum over the cup type head.
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Galvanized steel nails show a tendency to retain or increase
immediate withdrawal resistance during 3 moisture cycles. All
steel nails must be galvanized to guard against corrosion as
well as chemical interaction if used with aluminum.
Point type
The diamond point is recommended. There Is little differ
ence in effect on withdrawal resistance betweoi conical and
diamond point types. The diamond point is possibly the more
easily formed of the two and is most common. The pilot point
is significantly inferior to the diamond point.
phank
The shank of the nail should be ring with 20 rings per
inch, formed to the same depth and perfection as appears on
nail No. 2870 as used in this study. The diameter of 0.152
Inch as used in No. 287O would be quite satisfactory. Nail
No. 2870 possesses all of the features recommended in this
study except for the head. Although galvanized steel screw
and combination shank nails are satisfactory from the stand
point of withdrawal resistance, the ring shank is specified on
the ba?ls of superior performance in creep tests to date.
Nailing girts
For best performance of the recommended nail, the girt
should be of 2 inch material and at high moisture content at
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tlme of driving. High molsttire content means approximately
21 per cent.
Suggestions for Further Study
Creep
The problem of creep is perhaps the most interesting now
existing in connection with roofing nails. Although many
theories have been advanced, no positive results have been
reported. A pilot study is now in progress. Observations
from this study combined with results of withdrawal tests make
it possible to set up an extensive study of creep.
Breaking of aluminom ring shank nails
Doubt has been expressed by one of the leading nail man"
ufacturers as to the ability of aluminum ring shank nails to
withstand lateral stresses. This should be Investigated in a
series of tests. Possibly lateral stress in one direction
could be placed by applying force to the alumintun sheet through
which the nail is driven. Also fatigue tests Involving rever
sals of stress could be set up to simulate expansion and con
traction of the sheet due to heat and cold.
Difficulty in driving unformed shank nails
Complaints have been received from carpenters concerning
difficulty in driving deformed shank nails. A test involving
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comparison of energy required to drive different shank types
of both steel and aluminum would either prove or disprove this,
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sxmASi
1. Available literature on previous nail Investigations
was reviewed*
2. This study was justified and the objectives set forth.
3. Nails were obtained, variations effected, and an iden
tification system established*
4. Flat grain one-inch and two-inch lumber was selected
for uniformity of specie and density*
5« The moisture content of the wood at driving was set at
7, 16, and 21 per cent. The wood was to be carried through
three cycles of wetting and drying, withdrawals to be made at
7, 13, and 19 per cent.
6. The nails were placed in the lumber according to sta
tistical pattern and hand driven through 26 gauge aluminum to
a uniform depth of 1 7/16 Inches.
7. Moisture content of the boards was raised In a humidi
fying room using a hiunldifyer and forced air. Moisture con
tent was lowered by means of heat and forced air In a drying
room using calcium chloride when necessary.
8. The nails were pulled at approximately the predetermined
points in the moisture cycles and data recorded. Moisture con
tent was measured by means of a Tag-Heppenstall moisture meter.
9. The data were analyzed on the basis of relative perim
eter and minimum average withdrawal resistance recorded
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thpoughout the three moisture cycles.
10. Observations were made on the effect of driving and
irlthdrawal moistures and nail fabircatlon on head failures.
11. Observations were made on the effect of driving mois
ture and nail variables on the tendency of wood to split.
12. Data were taken on the force necessary to pull 0.025
inch thick and 0.032 inch thick aluminum sheet over various
nail heads.
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C0NCLDSI0K8
1. Nails show as much as 95 pw cent greater withdrawal
resistance when pulled from 2 inch nailing girts than when
pulled from 1 Inch nailing girts,
2* Galvanized steel nails are superior to alumlnua nails
(regardless of surface treatment) within each shank type when
used with 2 inch nailing girts#
3. Aluminum ring shank and combination shank nails are
superior to galvanized steel nails when used with 1 inch nail
ing girts.
4. The Alrok treatment for aluminum nails Increases the
withdrawal resistance of plain shank, barh shank and screw
shank nails. This treatment provides no increase in withdrawal
resistance for ring shank and combination shank nails, and in
some instances results in decreased resistance,
5. In general, steel nails and the most effective alumi
num nails perform best when driven into wood of high and inter
mediate molst\ire content.
6. Nalla frequently show maximum immediate results when
driven into wood of low moisture content, but this superiority
is rapidly lost as the molstiire content of the wood is raised
and lowered.
7. Aluminum plain shank, barb shank, and screw shank
nails show a sharp decrease in withdrawal resistance dxiring
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the first moisture cycle# After the first moisture cycle,
these nails show maxlnma resistance to withdrawal when pulled
from wood of high moisture content and minimum resistance
when pulled from wood of low moisture content.
8. All aluminum nails show a gradual decrease in with
drawal resistance between the second moisture cycle and the
final withdrawal.
9, Galvanized steel nails, especially plain shank and
screw shank nails, generally show a gradual increase in with
drawal resistance between initial and final withdrawals. This
is thought to be due to a slight formation of zinc oxide on
the surface of the nail as weathering progresses.
10, Galvanized steel ring shank and combination shank
nails driven into wood of high moisture content show maximum
withdrawal results during the second and third moisture cycles
when pulled from wood of low moisture content and mlniaom re
sults when pulled from wood of high moisture content.
11. The ring shank nail gives better withdrawal results
than nails of other shank types. Best performance is attained
with 20 rings per inch.
12. The aluminum plain shank and barb shank nails (regard'
less of surface treatment) are unsatisfactory and should not
be used.
13, Alroked aluminum screw shank nails with short leads
give satisfactory withdrawal results when used with aluminum
0.019 inch thick. However a slight decrease in results is
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noted as the lead decreases from 1.02 inches to 0.98 inches.
14. Of the nails tested, aluminum screw shank nails
with leads longer than 1.02 inches are from 38 per cent to 98
per cent inferior to those of shorter leads.
15. The change from diamond point to conical point has
no material effect on the withdrawal resistance of aluminum
nails. The pilot point is a detriment to aluminum screw shank
nails.
16. Failure of nail heads is significant in deformed shank
aluminum nails having the common head type. The failure is
most pronounced in wood of low moisture content. This failure
could be minimized and the withdrawal results of aluminum de
formed shank nails improved if a thicker head were employed.
17* Oalvanized steel nails or aluminum ring or combina
tion shank nails should be used for least splitting. Driving
splits were more pronounced in wood of low moisture content
while seasoning splits were more prevalent In wood into which
the nails had been driven at high moisture content.
18, Most effective head type is the cup head.
19. When using aluminum 0.02? Inch thick, the galvanized
steel ring, combination, or screw shank nail should be used.
A:
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